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TOPIC 1: PREPARATION FOR SALAAT
Before you start your Salaat you must prepare yourself. This is known as
MUQADDAMATUS-SALAAT.
There is a checklist to remember this. It goes QWIPTC (pronounced kweepts) and
stands for:

Q

=

QIBLAH

W

=

WUDHOO

I

=

INTENTION (Niyyat)

P

=

PLACE

T

=

TIME

C

=

CLOTHES

Before starting the Salaat, we must prepare ourselves in the following manner
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TOPIC 2: THE MUNAFIYAT OF SALAAT
Munafiyat of Salaat are things that invalidate Salaat
There are 12 things that can make your Salaat Batil (invalid). If any of these
things happen, you will have to offer your prayers again.
1135 – 1164

Things That Invalidate Salaat

How many
rakaats have I
prayed in this
Subh salaat

Make me
chips, Mum!!

Fiqh Boys
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Some Munafiyat Explained
Anything That Makes Wudhu Batil
1136 – 1138
It makes no difference whether it happened intentionally or by mistake.
Actions that make wudhu batil are:
- Going to the toilet; whether to pass urine or faeces.
- Passing wind from the rear. (stomach wind)
- Sleeping.
- Becoming unconscious.
Turning Away From The Qiblah
1140
Happens intentionally – Salaat is Batil
Happens by mistake and you remember it after the time of Salaat – no
Qadha.
Speaking Intentionally
1141 – 1159
Intentionally utter a word – Salaat Batil
Clearing one's throat – does NOT make Salaat Batil.
If someone says Salaamun Alaykum then the person praying should reply with
the same phrase and say Salaamun Alaykum
Laughing Intentionally
1160
Even if you feel like laughing but control yourself forcefully until your face turns
red, you have to pray again.
That Which Can’t Be Called Salaat
1161 – 1162
Any act that changes the form of Salaat, regardless of whether it was done
intentionally or by mistake.
Moving the arms or even indicating something to someone with your hands will
not make the Salaat batil (invalid).

SALAAT SHOULD BE PERFORMED WITH PRESENCE OF MIND AND HEART
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TOPIC 3: SALAAT – E – QASR
A traveller has to reduce the Rakaats in Zuhr, Asr and Isha prayers, that is, he
should perform two Rak'ats instead of four, subject to the seven conditions
mentioned below.
7 Conditions To Be Fulfilled For Salaat-E-Qasr To Apply
1.

TOTAL Travelling Distance covered is 28 miles or more

2.

Town/City Boundary – HADDE TARAK KHUS - The traveller should be out
of the boundary of the town or city.

3.

Niyyat - Before starting the journey, there must be a firm intention (Niyyat)
of travelling 28 miles or more.

4.

Purpose of Journey - The journey should not be for a Haraam purpose.

5.

Length of Stay - The intention (Niyyat) to stay must be for less than 10
days.

6.

Destination - The destination should not be to a place which the traveller
has made his/her hometown – WATAN.

7.

Journey Frequency - The travelling is NOT the normal journey which a
person does on account of work.

How The 17 Rakaats Are Reduced
PRAYER

RAKAATS RECITED
DAILY

RAKAATS RECITED BY
TRAVELLER

Fajr

2

2

Zuhr

4

2

Asr

4

2

Maghrib

3

3

Isha

4

2

Total

17

11

The Niyyat for all the Salaat is the same as usual except that you will add Qasr to it
and change the number of Rakaat where required.
E.g. for Maghrib:
I am praying 3 Rakaat Maghrib Qasr Wajib Qurbatan ilallah
E.g. for Eisha:
I am praying 2 Rakaat Eisha Qasr Wajib Qurbatan ilallah
It is recommended that a traveller should say thirty (30) times after every prayer:
"Subhanallahi walhamdu lillahi wala ilaha illallahu wallahu Akbar"
To recite dua after - Dhohr, Asr and Isha Salaat is highly recommended; and to recite
the above sixty (60) times rather than thirty (30) after these three prayers.
Fiqh Boys
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TOPIC 4: SALAAT – E – QASR – WORKED EXAMPLES
London
Below is a map of the City of London. The M25 is London’s boundary i.e.
HADDE TARAK KHUS.

All towns inside M25
are within the City of
London.

Examples of towns or major airports outside M25:
Gatwick Airport
Stansted Airport
Luton
Stevenage

Fiqh Boys
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Details on the conditions to be fulfilled.
1. The travelling distance should not be less than 28 miles total:


If a total of outward journey and return is 26 miles or 44 kms, even if the
single journey each does not equal 14 miles. S/he should shorten her
prayers. Therefore, if his/her outward journey is 12 miles, and his/her
return is 16 miles or vice versa, s/he should offer shortened prayers, i.e.
all 4 Rakaats. Prayers reduce to 2 Rakaats.(calculate the k/m
accordingly)



If a person is not sure whether the distance is 28 miles than s/he will pray
Salaat in full



The travelling distance is counted, starting from the point one crosses
HADDE TARAK KHUS

2. The traveller should be out of the boundary of the town or city –
HADDE TARAK KHUS
HADDE TARAK KHUS is the name given to that to that place where the
boundary of the town or city ends. It can be determined by one of the
following ways:





The place where the fort of a town or city is built.
The place where the council has placed a Sign Board indicating the
beginning or ending of the town or city.
The place where people of the city do not see the traveller and its signs
is, when he does not see them.
If the traveller is not sure if s/he has entered Hadde-Tarak khus or not.
Salaat has to be offered in full, in the same way, if s/he is not sure if s/he
has entered Hadde-Tarak khus on his/her journey back, Qasr Salaat
should be offered.

3. Before starting the journey, there must be a firm intention (Niyyat)
of travelling 28 miles or more. The intention should be firm.
4. The journey should not be Haraam or for a Haraam purpose.


The journey is counted as being for a Haraam purpose. If one travels to
perform an act which is forbidden in Islamic Shariah. e.g. if someone
travels for stealing, for attending a music party, etc. In such events one
has to offer full Salaat. The same rule applies when the journey itself is
Haraam, like when a child travels despite refusal from parents or a wife
travels without the permission of her husband. However, if such a
journey is wajib, e.g. Going to Hajj, then Qasr Salaat is prayed. If a
person does not travel for a Haraam purpose nor is his/her journey
Haraam, s/he will offer Qasr Salaat even if s/he commits sins on the
journey like, backbiting etc.

Fiqh Boys
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5. The intention (Niyyat) to stay must be for less than 10 days.
Masail 1345:
If a traveller intends to stay at a place for ten days. It is not necessary
that his intention should be to stay there during the first night or the
eleventh night. And as soon as he determines that he will stay there from
sunrise on the first day up to sunset of the tenth day, he should offer full
prayers. Same will apply if, for example, he intends staying there from
noon of the first day up to noon of the eleventh day.
 if the traveller intends to stay for less than 10 days in a place, and
unexpectedly s/he has to stay for more than 10 days. e.g. is s/he does
not get confirmation for leaving from the travel agents, then s/he can
continue praying Qasr for as long as s/he is certain. However, after 30
days stay, she must pray Salaat in full even if s/he is sure s/he will be
leaving in a day.
 One who travels for 10 days a month / 60 days in 6 months / 120 days in
a year is considered a frequent traveller (Kathirus Safar) and should,
therefore offer complete Salaat everywhere throughout the year and
observe fast wherever they are
6. The destination should not be a place which the traveller has made
his hometown – watan





The place which a person chooses for his/her living is his/her watan, e.g.
hometown. Whether s/he was born there or not, whether it is his/her
parent’s hometown or not, does not matter when determining the watan.
If a person makes two places his/her hometowns, e.g. if s/he stays in one
place for six months and then another place for the next six months, both
places are his/her watan. In fact, even if there are more than two places,
they can be his/her watans.
If a person goes for less than 10 days to a place which was his/her watan
sometimes back, s/he should pray Qasr Salaat even if s/he has not yet
made another place his/her watan.

7. The travelling is not the normal journey which a person does on
account of profession.




The travellers work should not be such that s/he has to travel all the time,
e.g. a driver, people working on ships, trains, planes, etc. These people
have to offer Salaat in full. In the same way, if a person has to travel very
far for his/her work, either daily or every other day s/he will pray Salaat in
full. i.e. 10 journeys a month he will be called a frequent traveller.
When people like drivers, pilots, ship captains and even nomads, make
journeys that have nothing to do with their work, then they will pray Qasr
Salaat, if all other conditions are applicable. e.g. if they travel for hajj or
Ziyarat. In the same way, a person who drives a truck to make deliveries
from London to Scotland daily and happens to go to Wales for a holiday
for two days, s/he will pray Qasr Salaat M – 1316 – 1325

Fiqh Boys
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OPTIONS IN HOLY PLACES
A traveller is given an option of praying Qasr or Full Salaat in the following
places:





Masjidul Haraam (Ka’aba) and in the whole town of Mecca (House of
God)
Masjidatun Nabawi and the whole city of Medina. (Mosque of our Holy
Prophet Muhammad (S)
Masjide-e-Kufa and the whole city of Kufa.
Haram of Imam Husain (A) up to the distance of 25 arm lengths from the
sacred tombs

OTHER MATTERS REGARDING SALAAT-E-QASR
Masails:
M – 1351
If a traveller decides to stay at a place for ten days and abandons the idea
before offering one Salaat consisting of 4 Rakaats, or becomes undecided, he
should pray Qasr. But, if he abandons the idea of staying there after having
offered one Salaat consisting of 4 Rakaats, or wavers in his intention, he should
offer full prayers as long as he is at that place.
M – 1352
If a person who has determined to stay at a place for ten days, keeps a fast and
abandons the idea of staying there after Dhohr, if he has offered one Salaat
consisting of 4 Rakaats, his fast for that day and as long as he is there, would
be valid, and he should offer full prayers. And if he has not offered a Salaat
consisting of 4 Rakaats, the fast kept by him on that day should be, as a
precaution, continued and its Qadha be given later. He will then pray Qasr, and
will not fast in the remaining days.
M – 1366
If a person, who knows that he is travelling, and should offer Qasr prayers,
intentionally offers full prayers at places other than the four mentioned above,
his prayers are void. And the same rule applies, if he forgets that a traveller
must offer Qasr prayers, and prays full. However, if he prays full forgetting that
a traveller should offer shortened prayers, and remembers after the time has
lapsed, it is not necessary for him to give Qadha.
M – 1367
If a person who knows that he is traveller, and should offer shortened prayers,
offers full prayers by mistake, and realizes within the time for that Salaat, he
should pray again. And if he realizes after the lapse of time, he should give
Qadha as precaution.
M – 1368
If a person does not know that he should shorten his prayers, and if he offers
full prayers, his prayers are in order.
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M – 1371
If a person forgets that he is traveller and offers complete prayers, and if he
remembers this within the time for prayers, he should pray Qasr, and if he
realizes this after the time is over, it is not obligatory for him to offer Qadha of
that prayer.
M – 1376
If before the time of prayers lapses, a traveller who has not offered prayers
reaches his hometown, or a place where he intends to stay for ten days, he
should offer full prayers. And if a person who is not on a journey, does not offer
prayers within its time, and then proceeds on a journey, he should offer the
prayers during his journey in shortened form.
M – 1377
If the Dhohr, Asr or Eisha prayers of a traveller, who should have offered Qasr
prayers, becomes Qadha, he should perform its Qadha as Qasr, even if he
gives Qadha at his hometown or while he is not travelling. And if a non-traveller
makes one of the above three prayers Qadha, he should perform its Qadha as
full, even if he may be travelling at the time he offers the Qadha.
ACTIVITY – QASR SALAAT:
1. Fatim had an intention to travel 10 miles to a place, which we will call A.
At A, she decided to travel further more to a place called B. The total
journey came to 40 miles.
a) Should she pray Qasr Salaat or Full Salaat at A?
b) Should she pray Qasr Salaat or Full Salaat at B?
In both cases, briefly explain your answer.
2. Zahra visits her brother Murtaza regularly. Murtaza lives 15 miles away
from Zahra. Due to regular visiting, Zahra has found a shorter route while
coming back home and saves 2 miles from the whole journey. On this
particular occasion, Zahra will stay at Murtaza’s house for 7 days. Should
Zahra pray Qasr Salaat or Full Salaat whilst staying at Murtaza’s house?
Give reasons for your answer.
3. Some stolen property was being sold at a place 350 miles away. Anis
decided to travel there and purchase the property. She stayed there for 2
days. Will s/he be required to pray Qasr during her stay? Explain your
answer.
4. The Shia Ithna Asheri Madressa net ball team decided to go to Leeds for
a tournament. Their intention was to stay there for a week. Will they be
required to pray Qasr?
5. However, on their 7th day their bus was cancelled and they had to stay
there for 4 more days. Will they pray Full or Qasr Prayers during their 4
extra days? Explain your answer.

Fiqh Boys
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FILL IN THE BLANKS:
1. At any place where you pray____________, you will not fast.
2. The five daily prayers consist of ___________Rakaats.
However, when one is praying Qasr prayers, the total number of
Rakaats add up to_____.
3. ______________________is the name given to that place where the
boundary of the town or city ends.
4. A traveller is given an option of praying Qasr or full Salaat
in____________________or___________________.
5. If you are not sure you have passed this boundary during your journey
(on your way out of this town), how will you then offer your Salaat?
6. Captain Husain is a Pilot and therefore tends to travel to different parts of
the world. How should he offer his Salaat when in different parts of the
world?
7. As a traveller, I missed my Dhohr & Asr prayers during my journey back
home. When I reached home it was already Maghrib time. How should I
offer my Dhohr & Asr prayers?
8. Sarah was a business woman living in the city. One day s/he decided to
go and buy a few bottles of wine for her shop from a nearby town, where
s/he had decided to stay for 2 weeks. The distance between the city and
the town is 13 miles. From the above information, give 3 reasons as to
why s/he should not pray Qasr Salaat while s/he stays in that town.
9. Define the term ‘WATAN’. Where would my 28 miles begin when I travel
from my home and on my way stay for 2 days in a town which is also my
WATAN?
State whether a person staying in London has to pray Full or Qasr Salaat
in the following circumstances:
1. A person goes to spend the day at a beach hotel which is 15miles away.
2. A person intends to travel to Town A which is 10 miles away, but after
reaching Town A decided to go on to Town B which is another 18 miles
from Town A.
3. A person who has the firm intention to travel more than 28 miles to
attend her best friend’s music party.
4. A person goes to Birmingham thinking that if s/he likes it there, s/he will
stay for 2 weeks and if s/he does not like it s/he will come back within a
week.

Fiqh Boys
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Now, let’s apply these rules to everyday life by studying the lives of different
people living in London.
Case 1 - Fatema
She lives in Harrow but is currently studying law at the University of Luton. She
stays at University as this saves her commuting everyday but comes home
during the weekend and holidays.
Travelling Distance
Town/City Boundary
Niyyat
Purpose of Journey
Length of Stay
Destination – WATAN
Journey Frequency
Decision
Reason

She travels a total of 40 miles on average from her
home
She is outside the city of London. She travels 16
miles one way from M25.
She has made a niyyat to go to University of Luton
She is going to study – Halaal
She is to stay there for 4 years to finish her course
University will be her temporary home
As and when required
She will pray full Salaat
She is going to stay there for 4 years

Case 2 – Jawad
He and his friends have come to Manchester to attend a majlis at their friend’s
place
Travelling Distance
Town/City Boundary
Niyyat
Purpose of Journey
Length of Stay
Destination – WATAN
Journey Frequency
Decision
Reason

Fiqh Boys

More than 28 miles
Outside M25 i.e. boundary of London
To attend majlis at friend’s place
HALAAL – Parents aware of journey and journey is to
listen to majlis
1 day
Not their home
Once for that day
They will pray Qasr Salaat
Their journey is for a Halaal purpose
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Case 3 - Haider
He has just moved with his family to Birmingham from London. He moved
because both his sons are studying at the University in Birmingham. He,
however comes to work here in London.
Travelling Distance
Town/City Boundary
Niyyat
Purpose of Journey
Length of Stay
Destination – WATAN
Journey Frequency
Decision
Reason

More than 28 miles
Outside M25
He has made niyyat to make homes in both cities
Moved so that he can accommodate his sons –
HALAAL
Indefinite
He has made both cities his home
Everyday
He will pray full Salaat
He has made both towns his home town and will also
be staying in Birmingham indefinitely.

Case 4 - Amena
She is a police woman and will be attending a training course at a Police Station
in Stevenage.
Travelling Distance
Town/City Boundary
Niyyat
Purpose of Journey
Length of Stay
Destination – WATAN
Journey Frequency
Decision
Reason
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More than 28 miles
Outside London
Amena knows that she will travel to Stevenage that
day
To attend a course– HALAAL
She is going there for the day
Destination is not her home town as Amena will
commute to work everyday
One off
She will pray Qasr Salaat
This is a one off visit to Stevenage
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TOPIC 5: SHAKIYAAT-E-SALAAT – CASES OF DOUBTS
Even though we try to pray our Salaat with the utmost care and concentration,
sometimes we doubt about how a certain part of the Salaat was prayed. There
is every chance that we made an error in our prayers. If anybody should have
doubts about their Salaat, they should think for a moment about their doubt and
try to shake it off. If this fails, then they should act according to the rules set
down.
There are 23 cases of doubts (Shakiyaat) that may arise during Salaat:
6 of them can be Ignored
1176
8 of them make Salaat Batil 1174
9 of them can be Corrected  1208

Six Doubts That Can Be Ignored 1176

Did I perform my
Asr prayers???

Did I do my 2nd
sajdah?? Oh!
No! 1

"I am praying 3 rakaats for
Salaatul Maghrib, Wajib
Qurbatan Ilallah” [To seek the
pleasure of Allah]

[X3]

Hm!! Last rakaat I had
the same doubt. This
rakaat again! I don’t
know how many
rakaats I have prayed!!

Did I do
Ruku???

Even in
Mustahab
Salaat, I am
having
doubts!!

Fiqh Boys

Don’t
know what
I have
prayed!!

Don’t
know
what I
have

Person in
doubt should
follow the one
who is sure
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Eight Doubts That Make Salaat Batil 1174

How many
rakaats have I
prayed in this
Fajr Salaat

How many
rakaats have I
prayed in this
Maghrib Salaat

Am about to
do my 2nd
sajdah but am
wondering if
this is my 2nd
or 3rd rakaat??

How many
rakaats have I
prayed

Is this my 2nd,
5th or 6th
rakaat??

Is this my
2nd, 6th or 7th
rakaat??

Is this my 1st,
2nd or 3rd
rakaat??

rd

Is this my 3 ,
6th or 7th
rakaat??
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TOPIC 6: SHAKIYAAT-E-SALAAT – CASES OF DOUBTS
Nine Doubts That Can Be Correct  1208
You can correct the following doubts without having to pray again if the doubt
occurs in a 4 rakaat Salaat. The correction is made by praying Salaat-e-Ehtiyyat
and/or Sajda-e-Sahv which will be explained later,
WHEN

DOUBT
WHETHER

DECISION

After 2nd
Sajdah of
2nd Rakaat

2nd or 3rd Rakaat

Take it as 3rd

After 2nd
Sajdah of
2nd Rakaat

2nd or 4th Rakaat

Take it as 4th

After 2nd
Sajdah of
2nd Rakaat

2nd, 3rd or 4th
Rakaat

Take it as 4th

After 2nd
Sajdah of
2nd Rakaat

4th or 5th Rakaat

Take it as 4th

After 2nd
Sajdah of
2nd Rakaat

3rd or 4th Rakaat

Take it as 4th

Qiyam
before Ruku

4th or 5th Rakaat

Qiyam
before Ruku

Qiyam
before Ruku

Qiyam
before Ruku

&
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CORRECTION

AND

OR

3rd or 5th Rakaat

3rd, 4th or 5th
Rakaat

5th or 6th Rakaat

Sit down at
once AND
Finish Salaat

& Recommended

OR

Precaution

Sit down at
once AND
Finish Salaat
Sit down at
once AND
Finish Salaat
Sit down at
once AND
Finish Salaat

= Salaat-e-Ehtiyat (standing/sitting)
Page 10.16

AND Recommended
Precaution

&

&

+

Recommended
Precaution

Recommended
Precaution

= Sajdah-e-Sahv
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Doubt that can be corrected:  1208
There are 9 situations in which a person can have doubts about the number of
Rak’aats in the Salaat consisting of 4 Rak'aats.
In those situations, one should pause to think, and if s/he arrives at any decision
or probability, s/he should act accordingly.
If doubt persists, s/he should follow these rules: These are only some of
the possible doubts you could have:
Problem 1:

Solution:

WHY?

Zainab was offering her Eisha Salaat. She had a doubt after two
sajdahs as to whether she has performed 3 Rak'aats or 4
Rak’aats, what will she do?
She should assume that she has performed 4 Rak'aats, and
finish the prayers. Then after finishing the prayers she should
offer, as an obligatory precaution, 1 Rak'aat of Salaat-eEhtiyat, standing.
Because she assumes she has prayed 4 Rak’aats and she may
have prayed only 3 Rak’aats – the difference (4-3=1), so she
prays 1 Rak’aat Salaat-e-Ehtiyat

Is this my 3rd or
4th Rakaats??

TAKE IT AS 4th AND
FINISH SALAAT AFTER
4TH RAKAATS

RECITE ONE RAKAAT
OF SALAAT-E-EHTIYAT
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Problem 2:

Haider was offering his Dhohr Salaat. He had a doubt after the
2nd Sajdah of the 2nd Rak’aat as to whether he had performed 2
Rak’aats or 4 Rak'aats, what will he do?

Solution:

He should take it as his 4 Rak'aats and finish his prayers. He
should then stand up to offer 2 Rak'aats of Salaat-e-Ehtiyat,
standing.

WHY?

Because he assumes he has prayed 4 Rak’aats and he may have
prayed only 2 Rak’aats – the difference (4-2=2), so he prays 2
Rak’aats Salaat-e-Ehtiyat

TAKE IT AS 4TH AND
FINISH SALAAT

Is this my 2nd
or 4TH
Rakaats??

RECITE TWO RAKAATS OF
SALAAT-E-EHTIYAT
STANDING

Fiqh Boys
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Problem 3:

Raziya was performing her Asr Salaat. She had doubts, after the
2nd Sajdah of her 2nd Rak’aat as to whether she has performed 2
Rak’aats, 3 Rak’aats or 4 Rak'aats, what will she do?

Solution:

She should decide that he has performed 4 Rak'aats. After
completing the prayers, she should perform 2 Rak'aats of Salaate-Ehtiyat standing, and 2 Rak’aats in the sitting position.

WHY?

Because she assumes she has prayed 4 Rak’aats and she may
have prayed only 2 Rak’aats – the difference (4-2=2), so she
prays 2 Rak’aats Salaat-e-Ehtiyat standing for the first possible
difference AND AS
She may only have prayed 3 Rak’aats – the difference (4-3=1),
so she prays another 1 Rak’aat left for the 2nd part of his doubt.
As he has already offered one set of Salaat-e-Ehtiyat standing,
she will now do 2 Rak’aats in a sitting position which is equal
to 1 Rak’aat in the standing position

Is this my 2nd
, 3rd or 4TH
Rakaats??

TAKE IT AS 4TH AND
FINISH SALAAT

RECITE TWO RAKAATS
OF SALAAT-E-EHTIYAT
STANDING

&

RECITE TWO RAKAATS
OF SALAAT-E-EHTIYAT
SITTING
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Problem 4:

Shabbir was offering his Eisha Salaat. He had a doubt after two
sajdahs as to whether he has performed 2 Rak'aats or 3
Rak’aats, what will he do?

Solution:

He should take it as his 3rd Rak'aat. Then complete the 4th
Rakaats.
Then after finishing the prayers he should offer, as an obligatory
precaution, 1 Rak'aat of Salaat-e-Ehtiyat, standing.

WHY?

Because he assumes he has prayed 3 Rak’aats and he may have
prayed only 2 Rak’aats – the difference (3-2=1), so he prays 1
Rak’aat Salaat-e-Ehtiyat

Is this my 2nd
or 3rd
Rakaats??

TAKE IT AS 3RD AND
FINISH SALAAT AFTER
4TH RAKAATS

RECITE ONE RAKAATS
OF SALAAT-E-EHTIYAT
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Problem 5: Ameera had a doubt in her Dhohr Salaah after the 2nd sajdah
whether it was her 4th or 5th Rakaats. What will she do?
Solution: Take it as her 4th Rakaats and complete her Salaah. Then do two
sajda-e-sahv.

Is this my 4th
or 5th
Rakaats??

TAKE IT AS 4TH AND
FINISH SALAAT

RECITE TWO SAJDAH-ESAHV
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Problem 6:

Maliha was performing her Asr Salaat. She had doubts, during
Qiyam before Ruku as to whether it was her 4th or 5th Rakaats,
what will she do?

Solution:

She should decide that she has performed 4 Rak'aats. Sit down
straight away and finish her Salaat. Then she will perform
Salaat-e-Ehtiyat 1 Rakaats standing or 2 Rakaats sitting as a a
recommended precaution she will also offer two sajdah-e-sahv

6
Is this my 4th
or 5th
Rakaats??

TAKE IT AS 4TH SIT DOWN
STRAIGHT AWAY AND
FINISH SALAAT

RECITE ONE RAKAATS OF
SALAAT-E-EHTIYAT
STANDING

OR

RECITE TWO RAKAATS
OF SALAAT-E-EHTIYAT
SITTING

AND
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Problem 7:

Haider was performing his Eisha Salaat. He had doubts, during
Qiyam before Ruku as to whether it was his 3rd or 5th Rakaats,
what will he do?

Solution:

He should decide that he has performed 4 Rak'aats. Sit down
straight away and finish his Salaat. Then he will perform Salaate-Ehtiyat two Rakaats and as a recommended precaution he
will also offer two sajdah-e-sahv

Is this my 3rd
or 5th
Rakaats??

SIT DOWN AT ONCE
AND FINISH SALAAT

RECITE TWO
RAKAATS OF
SALAAT-E-EHTIYAT

AND

AS A RECOMMENDED
PRECAUTION PERFORM
TWO SAJDAH-E-SAHV
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Problem 8:

Suraiyya was performing her Dhohr Salaat. She had doubts,
during Qiyam before Ruku as to whether it was her 3rd, 4th or 5th
Rakaats, what will she do?

Solution:

She should decide that she has performed 4 Rak'aats. Sit down
straight away and finish her Salaat. Then she will perform
Salaat-e-Ehtiyat 2 Rakaats standing AND 2 Rakaats sitting as
a a recommended precaution she will also offer two sajdah-esahv

8
Is this my 3rd ,
4th or 5th
Rakaats??

TAKE IT AS 4TH SIT DOWN
STRAIGHT AWAY AND
FINISH SALAAT

RECITE TWO RAKAATS
OF SALAAT-E-EHTIYAT
STANDING

AND
RECITE TWO RAKAATS
OF SALAAT-E-EHTIYAT
SITTING

AND
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Problem 9:

Mujtaba was performing his Asr Salaat. He had doubts, during
Qiyam before Ruku as to whether it was his 5th or 6th Rakaats,
what will he do?

Solution:

He should decide that he has performed 4 Rak'aats. Sit down
straight away and finish his Salaat. Then he will perform 2
Sajdah-e-Sahv and as a recommended precaution he will also
offer two sajdah-e-sahv

Is this my 5th
or 6th
Rakaats??

SIT DOWN AT ONCE
AND FINISH SALAAT

PERFORM 2
SAJDAH-E-SAHV

AND

AS A RECOMMENDED
PRECAUTION PERFORM
TWO SAJDAH-E-SAHV
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TOPIC 7: SHAKIYAAT-E-SALAAT – SALAAT-E-EHTIYAT
Salaat-e-Ehtiyat 1224
After finishing Salaat without looking away from Qiblah or doing anything that
makes Salaat batil (invalid), you remain seated or stand up depending on what
is required.
Method of Salat-e-Ehtiyat

RECITE
SURA ALFATEHA

If you have to recite 2 Rakaat then you should stand up for the 2nd Rakaat after
Sajdah.
Salaat-e-Ehtiyat 1225
- Does not have a 2nd Surah or Qunoot
- Should be offered silently
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TOPIC 7: SHAKIYAAT-E-SALAAT – SAJDAH-E-SAHV
Sajdah-e-Sahv becomes Wajib, when  1245
 You talk by mistake in Salaat
 You recite Salaam at the wrong place, by mistake
 You forget Tashahud.
 You added or left out by mistake any such thing, which is not Rukn.
1253 - One Sajdah or Tashahud forgotten:
Remember BEFORE Ruku of next Rakaat  return and perform it
Remember AFTER Salaat  Offer 2 Sajdah-e-Sahv as a recommended precaution.

Method of Performing Sajdah-e-Sahv
Soon after finishing Salaat:

"Bismillahi Wa
Billahi Assalaamu
Alaika AiyuhanNabiyyu Wa
Rahmatullahi Wa
Barakatuh".

"I am doing Sajdah-eSahv in lieu of
Tashahud (or Salaam or
Sajdah or Qiyam, etc;
as the case may be
Wajib Qurbatan ilallah".

"Bismillahi Wa
Billahi Assalaamu
Alaika AiyuhanNabiyyu Wa
Rahmatullahi Wa
Barakatuh".

Do NOT say
anything
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TOPIC 8: SALAAT – E – AYAAT
Salaat-e-Ayaat is WAJIB when any of the following occur  1500
Solar (Sun) Eclipse

Lunar (Moon) Eclipse

Earthquake

Natural Disaster

The offering of Salaat-e-Ayaat becomes Wajib only on the people who
live in the town where a natural disaster occurs.  1503
It is NOT Wajib for people who live in nearby towns.

Timing Of Salaat-e-Ayaat  1504, 1505, 1507 & 1508
This relates to those NOT KNOWING
that there was an eclipse until after
the event
PRAYED ANYTIME FROM
THE BEGINNING OF THE
ECLIPSE TILL IT CLEARS
COMPLETELY

DID NOT
PRAY

NOT WAJIB TO PRAY
IF PARTIAL ECLIPSE

DID
NOT
PRAY

SHOULD BE PRAYED WITH
QADHA NIYYAT
IF TOTAL ECLIPSE
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TOPIC 8: METHOD OF RECITING SALAAT – E – AYAAT
 1516 – 1524

METHOD – 1st RAKA’AT

METHOD – 2nd RAKA’AT

Total:

Fiqh Boys
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TOPIC 9: SALAATE EIDAIN - EID PRAYERS
Salaat-e-Eidain

=

Prayers offered on Eid

Two big festivals are observed each year:
 Eid-ul-Fitr – 1 Shawwal
Eid-ul-Fitr is celebrated at the end of the Holy month of Ramadhan. -.


Eid-ul-Hajj – 10 Dhulhijjah
Eid-ul-Adha or Eid-ul-Hajj is observed on the day when Prophet Ibrahim
(A.S.) intended to sacrifice his son Isma’il in obedience to Allah's command.

The festivity on these occasions is NOT dancing or singing songs. We submit
ourselves to Allah offering Eid prayer for those religious, spiritual and moral
benefits gathered and reminding ourselves of all our possessions, everything
we have, including our lives and those near and dear to us, should be sacrificed
in the way of Allah, if necessary.
Eid prayer is Mustahab, not Wajib, in these days when our Imam (A.S.) is
hidden from us.
For further guidelines on Salaat-e-Eidain, refer to Islamic Laws 1525 – 1541
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TOPIC 10: METHOD OF RECITING SALAATE EIDAIN - EID PRAYERS
RECITE SURATUL
HAMD & SURATUL
A’LA [NO. 87]

RECITED 5X
FOLLOWED BY
TAKBIR [ALLAHU
AKBER]

RECITED 4X FOLLOWED
BY TAKBIR [ALLAHU
AKBER]

RECITE SURATUL
HAMD & SURATUL
SHAMS [NO. 91]

Translation of Dua recited in Qunoot
In the name of Allah, the Beneficent, the
Merciful.
0 Allah: the Possessor of Greatness and
Magnificence,
the Possessor of Generosity and Power,
the Possessor of Pardon and Mercy,
and the Possessor of Piety and Forgiveness.
I beseech You for the sake of this day which
You have appointed as a festival for Muslims,
and for Muhammad (Allah's blessing be on him
and his family) a treasure, an honour, a
distinction, and an increase in bounties.
Bless Muhammad and the family of
Muhammad, and grant me of every good
which You have granted Muhammad and his
family. Remove from me every evil which You
have kept away from Muhammad and his
family,
Your blessings be on him and on all of them.
0 Allah, I ask You the good that Your virtuous
servants have asked You for,
and I seek refuge in You from what your
sincere servants have sought refuge from.
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TOPIC 11A: RADD – E – MADHALIM & LUQATA:
Radd – e – Madhalim
The word “radd” denotes ‘return”
The word “madhalim” denotes “unjustly acquired”.
In other words, wrongs done to others causing material loss to them have to be
undone by way of returning the materials or paying the cost of the same to the
rightful owner if known or to re-coup the loss in his name reaping benefits to him
if the owner is not known or cannot be traced.
Some examples of “madhalim” are as follows:
1. If a person took two “fatihas” at the Imambara, or at somebody’s house
intentionally or unintentionally when s/he is supposed to take only one.
2. If a child took a pencil, rubber, book, or money from his friend’s bag
without his permission as a prank or with a view of stealing.
3. If a dressmaker is given material to stitch, the dressmaker does not
return the excess material intentionally or unintentionally.
4. If a person borrows a book, cassette or utensil from his neighbour or
friend and does not return the same intentionally or unintentionally.
5. If a person plucks flowers or fruits from somebody’s garden whilst
passing by it without the permission of the owner intentionally or
unintentionally as a prank or otherwise not knowing the Masail related to
the same.
The “Radd-e-madhalim” on the cited examples would be as follows:
1. The “fatiha” or its value has to be returned to the owner:
 In case of the Imambara, Jamaat would be considered to be the
owner.
 In case of somebody’s house, the head of the household would be
considered to be the owner.
2. The child has to return the materials or its value to his friend.
3. The excess dress material has to be returned to the customer. In case
the excess material has been misplaced or lost, the value of the same
has to be determined and paid to the owner.
4. The book, cassette or utensil has to be returned to the neighbour or
friend. In case the same has been misplaced or lost, the value of the
same has to be determined and paid to the owner.
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5. The flowers or the fruits have to be returned to the owner. In case the
flowers or fruits have been used or perished, the value of the same has
to be determined and paid to the owner.
 In all the above cases, Tawba has to be done for the wrongs
committed.
 If the owner is known and the value of the material is also known then
there is no problem – the material or its equivalent value be given
directly to the owner.
However, some complications do arise for which there are solutions, e.g.
1. If the owner is known but the value of the material cannot be
determined – in this case, arrive at an agreement with the owner and
pay accordingly.
2. If the value of the material is known but the actual owner or his / her
where about is not known and it is rather impossible to trace the where
about of the owner – in this case, hand over the material or its equivalent
value to a Mujtahid or his Wakeel. This will be utilized by Mujtahid or his
Wakeel for giving Sadaqah to the deserving Mu’mineen – the benefit of
which will accrue to the owner concerned. But, if a person wishes to give
the same to the poor Mu’mineen himself, then he has to obtain the
permission of a Mujtahid or his Wakeel to do so.
3. If a person has committed wrongs in the past, cannot exactly recall the
same, does not know the owners and also cannot possibly ascertain the
value – then the solutions are as follows:
a. Discuss with a Mujtahid or his Wakeel, arrive at an agreement and
pay “Radd-e-madhalim” accordingly
b. Determine the amount himself to the point of certainty i.e. yaqeen
that the amount could not possibly exceed the value of what has
been assessed, then give the amount to a Mujtahid or his Wakeel
or obtain the permission the from the Mujtahid or his Wakeel to
utilize the same for giving Sadaqah to deserving Mu’mineen the
benefit of which will accrue to the respective owners concerned.
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Luqata:
The word “Luqata” is used with reference to the return of the property found
whose ownership is not known e.g. wrist watch, ring, necklace, toy, game, etc.
found at the Msque, Imambara, school, Madressa, public place, private home,
etc. i.e. “lost property”
“Luqata” differs with “madhalim” in a way that a person has simply found the
“lost property” and has not committed any wrong causing material loss to the
owner. Masa’el related to “luqata” have been very well tabulated and explained
under the chapter “Rules of Lost Property when found” in the Islamic Laws of
Ayatullah al Udhma Syed Ali al-Hussaini Seestani – Mas’ala Numbers 2573 to
2591.
The Rule related to “Radd-e-mazalim” and “Luqata” need to be studied and
applied in our day to day dealings with Muslims and non-Muslims alike to
portray the correct way of living in this world in accordance with the teachings of
Islam and pave way for our salvation in the hereafter.
Some Masail related to the above are quoted here as follows:NO. 2573:
Any lost property other than an animal, which does not bear any sign by means
of it may be possible to locate its owner, irrespective of whether its value is less
than one dirham (I dirham = 2.420 gms of coin silver) or not, can be kept for
himself by one who finds it, but the recommended precaution is that he gives it
away as Sadaqah on behalf of the owner, whoever he may be.
No. 2574:
If a person finds a property whose value is less than one dirham, and if its
owner is known, and the person who finds it does not know whether or not the
owner would be happy about it, he cannot pick it up without the owner’s
permission. And if its owner is not known, the person who finds should, as an
obligatory precaution, give it away as Sadaqah on behalf of the owner, whoever
he may be.And when the owner is found, the replacement should be given to
him if he does not grant approval to the Sadaqah given on his behalf.
No. 2573:
If a person finds something which bears a sign by means of which its owner can
be located, and even if he comes to know that the owner is a non-Muslim, his
property has to be protected, and if the value of that thing reaches one dirham,
he should make an announcement about it at a place of gathering of the people
for one year from the day on which he finds that thing. And if the value is less
than one dirham and its owner is not known, it is Ehtiyat-e-wajib to give it away
as Sadaqah on behalf of the owner, and, when the owner is found, the
replacement should be given to him if he does not grant approval to the
sadaqah given on his behalf.
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No. 2576:
If a person does not wish to make an announcement himself, he can ask
another reliable person to make the announcement, on his behalf.
No. 2577:
If the person who finds such a thing makes announcement for one year, but the
owner of the property does not turn up he should act as follow:
a. If he has found that thing at a place other than the Haram of Makkah, he can
retain it on behalf of the owner, so that he may give it to him when he appears,
or give it as Sadaqah to the poor on behalf of the owner. As an obligatory
precaution, he should not keep it for himself.
b. If he has found that thing in the Haram, the obligatory precaution is that he
should he should give it away as Sadaqah.
No. 2580:
If an insane person or a child who is not Baligh finds something which bears a
sign and is worth one dirham, his guardian can make an announcement. In fact,
it is obligatory upon him to announce if he has taken its possession from the
child or the insane person. And if the owner is not found even after having
announced for a year, he should act as rule no. 2577
No. 2581:
If during the year in which a person has been making an announcement (about
something having been lost and found) he loses all hope of finding the owner,
he should give it away as sadaqa with the permission of Mujtahid.
No. 2583:
If the property which bears a mark, and has value equal to one dirham, is found
at a place where it is known that the owner of the property will not be found by
means of announcement, he should give it to the poor persons as sadaqah on
behalf of the owner on the very first day with the permission of the Mujtahid, and
he should not wait till the year ends.
No. 2585:
The announcement for the lost article should be made in such a way that the
owner, if he hears it, would be drawn to investigate if the thing is his. And this
differs in every situation. For example, at times it may be sufficient to declare
that an article has been found, and at times, it is important to define it, like,
saying that a piece of gold is found. Further still, it may b necessary to say that
an earring of gold has been found, and so on. But in all cases, total description
should not be given so that it is not identified fully.
No. 2588:
If a person finds a thing which is perishable, he should keep it for as long as it
does not perish, and as obligatory precaution, announce about it, and if he does
not find the owner, as precaution, he should fix its value with the permission of
the Mujtahid or his Wakeel and sell it, keeping the money with him. In the
meantime, he should continue with the announcement till one year, and if the
owner is not found, he will act as explained in rule no 2577.
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No. 2590:
If a pair of shoes of a person is taken away and is replaced by another pair of
shoes which is now with him belongs to a certain person who would not mind if
he took his shoes instead of his own, he can take them. Similar rule applies if
he knows that he has been unjustly robbed of his shoes, but in this particular
case, the value of shoes left behind must not exceed the value of his own
shoes, otherwise the difference of the price will be treated as article whose
owner is unknown. And in any other situation other than the two mentioned
herein, the shoes will be considered as articles of unknown ownership.

No. 2591:
If a man has some property of ‘unknown ownership’ that is, its owner is not
known and if it cannot be classified as lost, he is allowed to use it in a manner
that would be agreeable to the owner, provided that he is sure that the owner
will have no objection in principle. Otherwise, he must try to find the owner, and
continue doing so for as long as he thinks it useful. And when he despairs, he
should, with the permission of the Mujtahid, give it away as sadaqah to the
poor. If the owner later on turns up, and if he does not approve that sadaqah
which was given, as a precaution, he must give him a replacement.
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TOPIC 11B: EHKAME MAYYIT - INTRODUCTION & SAKARAAT
Notes Guidance
The following words have been used extensively in the notes; therefore, their
definitions have been given below.
1. Wajib:
2. Wajib-e-Kifai:

3. Ehtiyat-eWajib:
4. Haraam:
5. Mustahab:
6. Makrooh:

Obligatory on every Baligh person.
Obligatory on everyone who is Baligh, but if one person
does it, then the others are freed from the
responsibility.
An obligatory precaution.
Forbidden to all Muslims.
Recommended to perform.
Not recommended to perform (undesirable, disliked by
Allah).

One thing that a human being forgets despite being reminded repeatedly is
death. Allah (S) has said in the Holy Qur'an:
"Every soul shall taste death" (Ali Imran, 3:185 )
“Wherever you will be, death will overtake you, even if you are in [strong
and] lofty towers.” (An-Nisa, 4:78)
SAKARAAT OR EHTEZAAR – Just Before Death
This is the time just before death. At this time there are two persons involved:
1.
Dying person;
2.
Family members around the dying person.
We are the family
members and we have
to perform wajib and
mustahab actions.
There are also a few
makruh actions that we
can avoid. So, what are
they??

I am the dying
person and I
have the
following to do:

I have to
prepare my will;
I have to inform my son of my qadha
salaat, fasts and also let him know
which monies are due for zakaat and
khums;
Lastly I have to ask for
forgiveness for my sins from
Allah [s.w.t] i.e. do istighfar
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Wajib Action -  539
It is Wajib to lay a dying person on their back with the face and soles of feet
facing Qiblah, if possible.

QIBLAH

Mustahab Actions -  545

KALIMA
12
IMAMS

Makrooh Actions -  546 [Avoid these actions]
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TOPIC 12: EHKAME MAYYIT – JUST AFTER DEATH
Just After Death  548
WAJIBE KIFAI ACTIONS

EHTIYATE WAJIB ACTIONS

Mustahab Actions -  547

Makrooh Actions -  546 [Avoid these actions]
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TOPIC 13-14: EHKAME MAYYIT – GHUSL
GHUSL -  556,  571
It is Wajib-e-Kifai to give Ghusl or ritual baths to the body of every dead Muslim,
irrespective of the person’s sect or creed i.e. it does not matter if the dead
person is Shia or Sunni, nor whether the person is Khoja or non-Khoja.
1st Ghusl: Aabe - Sidr

+

2nd Ghusl: Aabe - Kaafur

3rd Ghusl: Aabe - Khalis

+

HOW TO PERFORM GHUSL OF A DEAD BODY
I am giving ghusl to this corpse with
[mention type of water being used
to give ghusl] wajib qurbatan ilallah

Wash
Left side

Cover
private
parts
at all
times

Wash
Head & Neck

Wash
Right side

Points to Note:
Three Ghusls should be given one after the other.
Niyyat (intention) should be performed before starting to give Ghusl by all
participants (even those who help with the water)
Rules for Ghusl - In depth masails on water, berry leaves, camphor and the
persons administering Ghusl are available in the Risala at:
Water  557,  574
Berry Leaves & Camphor  560,  559
Qualities of a Person Administering Ghusl  561
Fiqh Boys
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MUSTAHAB RULES FOR GHUSL
Wudhoo
may be
given to the
dead body

Ghusl should be given in a covered
place or in a house

The dead body should
be dried after ghusl

The soles of
the dead
body should
face Qiblah

At least 2 people
should be
engaged for
giving ghusl

Relevant Rules During Ghusl
Various other masails in relation to Ghusl from the Risala are:
 532,
 562,
 563,
 565,
 566,
 570,
 572,
 573,
 574,
 575
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The person giving
ghusl should
wash their own
arms up to the
elbows before
every ghusl

All participants
should recite Du’a
& ask for
forgiveness
throughout the
ghusl
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TOPIC 15: EHKAME MAYYIT – HUNOOT
Hunoot means to rub some camphor on those seven parts of the body which
are placed on the ground during prostration (sajdah) in Salaat i.e. forehead,
palms, knees and toes. Wajib Action  591
Camphor
applied to
palms
Camphor
applied to
toes

Camphor
applied to
forehead

Camphor
applied to
knees

EHTIYATE WAJIB  592,  596
Camphor should
be applied to
forehead first

Mustahab Actions - 591,  597
Camphor
applied to
nose

Camphor
applied to
chest

Other Relevant Rules 598, 594, 595
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TOPIC 16: EHKAME MAYYIT – KAFAN
Kafan (shrouding) must be done after the Ghusl is over
The minimum (Wajib) Kafan consists of three pieces of cloth, however it is
Mustahab to use:
 7 pieces in the case of males; and
 8 in the case of females
It is Mustahab to use white cotton cloth
If possible, the cloth should NOT be cut with a metal instrument

PERAHAN

CHAADAR

PERAHAN

LUNGI

MAKNA

LUNGI
SEENA BAND
WOMEN ONLY
AMAMA

RANN

2ND CHAADAR
KAMARBAND

RANN PECH

KAMARBAND

Wajib Parts of the Kafan  576 – 590
1. LUNGI - APPROXIMATE SIZE IS 60" X 54" (150CMS X 135CMS)
2. PERAHAN - APPROXIMATE SIZE IS 36" X 110" (90CMS X 275CMS)
3. CHAADAR - APPROXIMATE SIZE IS 60" X 90" (150CMS X 225CMS)
Lungi to cover from
navel to knees

Perahan
to cover
from
shoulder
to upper
half of
the legs

Chaadar to wrap around the body with one side overlapping the
other, and long enough such that both ends (at the head and feet)
can be tied up when the body is wrapped in it.
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Mustahab Parts of the Kafan - Four pieces for men
1. AMAMA – APPROXIMATE SIZE IS 6" X 108" (15CMS X 270CMS)
2. KAMARBAND – BELT SIZE
3. RANN PECH – APPROXIMATE SIZE IS 16" X 108" (40CMS X 270CMS)
4. 2nd CHAADAR – APPROXIMATE SIZE IS 60" X 90" (150CMS X 225CMS)

Amama Wound on the
head like a
turban

Kamarband - Tied
like a belt to hold
the Lungi

Rann Pech - Covers
private parts

2nd Chaadar Used to secure
the other pieces

Jareeda  599
Jareeda are fresh twigs (without leaves) cut from a tree. This is a Mustahab
action, which has been highly recommended.
The twigs should be of arms length and the name of the
dead person together with his testimony in the Kalima
and the Imams (A) should be inscribed on them.

The twig on the right side should touch the
armpit while the one on the left hand side should
be kept above the armpit. The Chaadar is then
wrapped around the body.

Other Relevant Rules to the Kafan
 581
 582
 584
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TOPIC 17: EHKAME MAYYIT – SALAATE MAYYIT
After Ghusl and Kafan, it is Wajib to pray Salaate Mayyit for a dead Muslim who
is six years or older. For a child younger than six years it is Mustahab to pray
the Salaat. It is greatly rewardable (Thawaab) to join this prayer.  600
Relevant Rules regarding Salaate Mayyit  603
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Taharat of the body or dress is NOT necessary.
Ghusl, Wudhu or Tayammum is NOT Wajib.
Salaate Mayyit must be prayed facing Qiblah with the NIYYAT OF
JAMAAT.
The Takbirs must be said in a CONSECUTIVE ORDER WITHOUT AN
INTERVAL which may distort the form of the prayer (Tarteeb).
In congregation of Salaate Mayyit, EVERYONE HAS TO RECITE THE
WHOLE PRAYER
Position Of All Individual During Salaat-e-Mayyit

The body should be placed so that the HEAD OF THE BODY IS ON THE RIGHT HAND SIDE
of those who offer the prayer and they must be standing close to the corpse.

Imam to stand
here if dead
person is male

Imam to stand
here if dead
person is female

All standing as close as possible to each
other

In the case of a male deceased, the person praying alone (Furada) or as an Imam,
should stand in front of the middle part of the body, if the deceased is a female, the
person praying should stand in front of her chest – MUSTAHAB ACTION

Mustahab Actions for Salaat-e-Mayyit – Refer to  618 in the Risala
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Method of Praying Salaate Mayyit  615

I am praying
Salaate Mayyit for
this corpse, Wajib
Qurbatan Ilallah

Ash-Hadu Al-Laa Ilaha
Illallahu (Wah Da Huu
La Sharika Lah) Wa
Anna MuhammadurRasoolullah

Allahummaghfir Li Haazal
Mayyit [For Man];
&
Allahummaghfir Li Haazihil
Mayyit [For Woman]

Allahumma Swalli
'Ala Muhammadin
Wa Aali
Muhammad

Allahummaghfi
r Lil
Mu'mineena
Wal Mu'minaat
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TOPIC 18: EHKAME MAYYIT - AAKHERI VIDA (LAST FAREWELL) &
BURIAL
It is Wajib-e-Kifai to bury the dead body of a Muslim. Before the face of the
dead person is finally covered up by the Kafan and tied up, the nearest relatives
are called to have a last glimpse of the face.
At this time, it is essential to bear in mind that only MAHRAM (those people who
were not allowed to marry that person by Islamic Sharia) should come forward
to see the face.
Carrying Of The Dead Body (Janaza)
Mustahab Actions
It is Mustahab for 4 people to place the four corners of the Janaza on
their shoulders while carrying it towards the graveyard.

It is also Mustahab to start bearing the Janaza from the side where the
right hand shoulder of the corpse lies, and to continue in an anticlockwise direction. The bearers should not move across the front of
the Janaza or underneath it.
Burial - Wajib Actions -  620

 621

 622

 627

It is not allowed to bury a
Muslim in a non-Muslim
graveyard and vice-versa.

The body must be buried in a way
that no smell would spread and no
beast can take it out.

QIBLAH

Place body on this shoulder and
face the body towards Qiiblah
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Mustahab Actions  635
The depth of the grave should be equal to the height of a person of a medium
size.

BURIAL FOR MALE
The body should be placed on the ground some feet away from
the grave. The Janaza should then be raised and placed on the
ground again.

} X3

…………..each time bringing it closer to the grave before finally resting it in
the grave.
Body
to be
entere
d from
here,
head
first

When the body is placed in the grave:
The ties of the shroud should be opened
The right cheek should be placed on the ground
The head should be placed on a pillow made from some earth.
Talqeen should be recited.
With the exception of the relatives of the deceased, others present should
pour the soil into the grave with the back of their hands and say:
“INNA LILLAHI WA INNA ILAIHI RAJI'OON” (We are from God and to Him
we will return)

Push fingers into the grave
so that finger marks
remain in it (Tanzeel)

Pour water
on grave

Surface should be formed
into a rectangle

Raise grave by
10cm & put a
sign on it

After the people leave the grave, one of the deceased's relatives (Waaris) or one
who is authorized by the guardian of the deceased should read Talqeen again on the
grave.
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TOPIC 18: EHKAME MAYYIT - VISITING THE GRAVEYARD (ZIYARATE
QUBOOR) & SALAATE WAHSHAT
Those who are alive should not forget their dead relatives, but should offer alms
(Sadaqah), and perform good deeds on their behalf for the Thawaab of their
souls (Rooh). Children whose parents disowned them (Aaq) may regain the
pleasure of their parents in this way.
The souls of the dead are pleased when their graves are visited.
It is Mustahab for males to visit the graves to recite Fatiha on:
1. Mondays and Saturdays; and
2. Thursdays and Fridays at the time of 'Asr.
While entering the graveyard it is Mustahab to recite the following Du'a:
“BISMILLAHIR RAHMAANIR RAHIM
ASSALAMU 'ALA AHLI LAA ILAHA ILLALLAHU MIN AHLI LAA ILAHA
ILLALLAH.
YAA AHLI LAA ILAHA ILLALLAHU KAYFA WAJADTUM QAWLA LAA ILAHA
ILLALLAH MIN LAA ILAHA ILLALLAH
YAA LAA ILAHA ILLALLAHU, BIHAQQI LAA ILAHA ILLALLAHU, IGHFIR
LIMAN QAALA LAA ILAHA ILLALLAH.
WAHSHURNA FI ZUMRATI MAN QAALA LAA ILAHA ILLALLAH,
MUHAMMADUR RASOOLULLAH, ALIYYUN WALIYULLAH, WASIYYU
RASOOLULLAH”
The meaning of this prayer is:
“In the Name of Allah, The Most Kind, The Most Merciful.
Greetings on you O those who have faith in "Laa Ilaha Illallah" (i.e. There is no
God but Allah) from those who have faith in "Laa Ilaha Illallah".
O you who have faith in "Laa Ilaha Illallah", how did you find the promise of "Laa
Ilaha Illallah" from "Laa Ilaha Illallah" (i.e. from Allah)?
O You except Whom there is none worth worshipping, for the sake of "Laa Ilaha
Illallah", forgive him who said "Laa Ilaha Illallah".
Include us also amongst those who said "Laa Ilaha Illallah, Muhammadur
Rasoolullah, Aliyyun Waliyullah, Wasiyyu Rasoolullah."
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SALAATE WAHSHAT
The Holy Prophet (S) has said that:
"A dead person does not bear greater hardships in the grave at any time than
the first night."
He has therefore advised that we should give Sadaqah in the name of the dead
person to induce Allah's mercy. In addition we should also pray 2 Raka'ats
Salaate Wahshat with the intention of pleasing Allah and seeking forgiveness
for the deceased.
Wahshat means loneliness and anxiety. This prayer can be said any time during
the first part of the night of the burial, but it is better to recite it at the beginning
of the night after Isha Salaat.
Method of Reciting Salaat-e-Wahshat
RECITE SURATUL
HAMD & AYATUL
KURSI

RECITE SURATUL
HAMD & SURATUL
QADR 10 TIMES

After the prayer is finished, Salawaat should be said followed by Dua to Allah to
send the reward of the prayer to the grave of the deceased.
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LIFE AFTER DEATH
WHAT IS DEATH? AN INTRODUCTION

There are various definitions of and different concepts about death as held by
different personalities and different religions . Some say Death is the end; while
others say ‘death is a means to enter the permanent phase of life‘.
To the ignorant, death means the end of life, while in reality it is “the evening
leading to the dawn of eternal life.”
According to an English Scholar :
“Death is a slave to other means of expiration. For instance one cannot
achieve Death unless s/he meets some accident has illness – maybe heart
failure , poisoning , a fall etc.
THERE IS NO ESCAPE FROM DEATH:
Death is a word dreaded by most of the people, but little do they realise, that
everything which comes into existence from nothing, has to perish, decay or die
one day. This is the law of nature. However hard one may try, science may
reach to its peak, yet there is no escape from death.
The Quran emphatically declares:
“Wherever you are, Death will overtake you even if you are in towers (strong
and) lofty”
(4:78)
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HOW DOES DEATH COME?
At the approach of DEATH, when the eyes, ears and tongue cease to function,
the person concerned sees (in spiritual vision) three things which claim to be
friends:
One of them says “I will remain with you till your
death.”(that friend is one’s wordly wealth and assets).
Second of them will say,”I will accompany you till the
door of your grave.”(that is one’s children)
BUT the Third friend says “I am with you forever, in life as
well as death”(These are one’s deeds).
When time comes for a person to die, Allah sends two Angels:
MUSHKIYAH – makes him/her generous with his/her family wealth, AND
MUNSIYAH – makes him/her forget all worldly affairs
Also two other angels visit the dying person
RAQEEB: Delivers the record of good deeds, and,
ATEED: Delivers the record of bad deeds
“Whoever dies, sees me, whether s/he be a BELIVER or A HYPOCRITE.”
Imam Ali (A)

As far as the believers are concerned, they become happy to see the Imam (A),
but the hypocrites become sad when they see him.
When these angels have done their job, the Angel of death (Malakul-Maut)
arrives and tells him/her not to worry (especially if s/he has good deeds):
“By Allah, I am kinder to you than your father. Now open your eyes and
look.”
Then the dying person’s spiritual eyes are opened.
After that s/he hears the following call (present in the Holy Qura’n)
SURATUL FAJR

(89:27-30)

“O SOUL THAT ARE AT REST ! RETURN TO YOUR LORD WELL
PLEASED WITH HIM,WELL-PLEASING HIM. SO ENTER AMONG MY
SERVANTS AND ENTER INTO MY GARDENS.”
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At that time a believer’s only wish is to die as soon as possible so that s/he may
reach that caller. Thus, the believer leaves this world without any sorrow and
without any care. And Allah gives him/her death when s/he himself desires
above all things, so that s/he may reach the messenger of Allah

BARZAKH
Barzakh literally means "Barrier". It has been used for the period between
Death and the Day of Resurrection (i.e. the day when all human beings will be
brought back to life).
During Barzakh, one's correct belief and good deeds alone will assist him in
having a peaceful time.

"We will intercede (ask for forgiveness) on your behalf on the
Day of Judgement, but, by Allah, I am worried about you for the period when
you would be in Barzakh"
Imam Ja’far As Sadiq (A)

Sinners will be punished during this period. The Holy Qur'an confirms the
period of Barzakh saying:
"......And before them is a barrier until the day they are raised."
(al Mu'minoon, 23:100)
THE GROUPS IN BARZAKH
There are 3 groups in Barzakh:
1.

The true believers:

This group of people are:
 Perfect in their Faith and virtuous in their deeds;
 Lived a blameless life, and
 If there was some mistake or sin, their worldly troubles like,
illness, poverty, death of near and dear ones, troublesome
neighbours, and/or agony at the time of Death were sufficient to
be counted as payment for the sins they committed.
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Allah knows that they deserve reward; but since the Day of Judgement has not
yet come, they cannot be sent to Paradise. By the rule of the law they should be
left without any reward till they are resurrected; but by the Mercy of Allah, they
are questioned about their beliefs and on giving correct answers, they enter a
state of Bliss, which gives the satisfaction of knowing that their future is secure.
They find pleasure and happiness in their grave and wait eagerly for the Day of
Resurrection.
2.

The confirmed unbelievers and hypocrites:

These are the people:
 Whose lives were devoid of good deeds, or
 If there were any good deeds performed, the worldly blessings of health,
wealth, good family and friends, prestige and power, etc and/or the ease
at the time of death were sufficient rewards.
Allah knows that there place is in Hell; but He does not send them there before
the Day of Judgement. So, to give a fore-taste of their punishment, they are
questioned about their beliefs, and when they do not give correct answers, their
graves are turned into cells of punishment; and they wish that Qiyamah would
not come at all.
Note:
The reward or punishment of Barzakh is different from that of Paradise or Hell.
The reward or punishment of Barzakh is for the Soul only. It is for this reason
that we do not see anyone being rewarded or punished in the grave. In the
tradition of Ma'sumeen (A) it has been compared to happy dreams or
nightmares.
3.

Neither perfect believers nor confirmed believers:

These are:
 The children,
 The insane,
 Those who for some reason or another could not differentiate the right
path from the wrong path,
 Those who were so far out of the Islamic Environment that they were not
aware of the truth of Islam,
 Those who did not know about Islam but yet were not enemies of Islam,
 Those whose religious beliefs were not based upon logical
understanding but just followed what their families were following, those
non-believers who love the Holy Prophet (S) and the Ahlul Bayt (A)
without knowing that they were the True Guides sent by Allah.
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Such people will not be subjected to the questioning and squeezing in the
grave. They will be left in a state like deep slumber, and Allah will decide about
them on the Day of Judgement. Till then, there is neither reward nor punishment
for them.
After these main groups, there still remains a group in between.
This group is of those believers who had committed so many sins that could not
be wiped out by the worldly troubles and agony of death.
If Allah decides that such a believer should come on the Day of Judgement
clean from all blemishes and free from all sins, then He may put him under
punishment during Barzakh.
It is this punishment, which has been referred to in the Hadith by Imam Ja'far
as-Sadiq (A): "We will intercede on your behalf on the day of judgement
but, by Allah, I am worried about you whilst you would be in Barzakh."
On the other hand, if Allah decides to leave this case in suspense till Qiyamah,
then it will fall under the 3rd group.
All these things depend upon the justice and mercy of Allah. We have not been
told enough to know all the details about all the groups. It is about the 1st, 2nd
and last group of people who will be punished in Barzakh,
"When one dies, his Qiyamah starts."
Holy Prophet (S)

Life After Death - Barzakh
 Barzakh is the period between Death & the Day of Resurrection
 During Barzakh, one’s correct belief and good deeds alone assist
one on having a peaceful time.
 There are 3 groups in Barzakh: The true believers; The confirmed
unbelievers and hypocrites; & Neither perfect believers nor
confirmed believers.
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QUESTIONING IN THE GRAVE, SQUEEZING IN THE GRAVE
According to traditions, after one has been buried and those who came to bury
him go away (it is said that 40 steps away from the grave is sufficient), two
angels come into the grave. One is called Munkar, the other Nakir.
The soul is caused to re-enter the body for questioning. Then the person (now
alive again) is asked:







"Who is your Rabb (Lord)?
Who is your Prophet?
What is your Religion?
What is your Book?
What is your Qiblah?
Who are your Imams?”

Talqeen prepares the dead person to answer all these questions. Since it
teaches the dead-body the correct answer to the questions which are to be
asked.
What questions are asked in the grave?
Questioning in the grave includes questions about Salaat, Zakaat, Haj, Fasting
and the love for Ahlul-Bait (A).
What happens if you answer the questions correctly?
 Whoever would answer the questions correctly would get comfort and
mercy in his grave and the garden of bliss in the Akhirat;
 If he is a believer and answers correctly, the angels tell him to sleep
peacefully, and a door is opened into his grave from the paradise; he
sees his place in the paradise, then his soul is taken out of the body and
is placed in the neighbourhood of the 14 Ma'sumeen (A);
 Lastly the angels, Mubashir & Bashir come to congratulate the believer.
What happens if you do NOT answer the questions correctly?
 Whoever would not answer correctly, for him would be the fare of boiling
water in his grave and Hell in the next world.
 If he is not a believer, and does not answer correctly, then the angels
punish him with and a door is opened from the hell into his grave;
 Lastly the angels, Mubashir & Bashir come to punish the unbeliever.
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Again the love for Imam Ali (A) helps during the questioning. Our Holy Prophet
(S) told Imam Ali (A):
“Those who love you will be glad in three places:
 At the time of death. (Because you will be there visiting them);
 At the questioning in the grave (As you will be teaching them the
correct replies);
 At the time of coming before Allah (and you will be there
introducing them)."

After the questioning in the grave,
 The soul of a believer is sent to Wadius Salaam (the Valley of Peace)
which is said to be in Najaf where the souls of the believers remain in
peace waiting for the Day of Judgement; and
 That of an unbeliever to Wadiul Barhut (the Valley of Turmoil/Trouble)
which is said to be in Yemen where the souls of the hypocrites and
unbelievers remain in turmoil, afraid of the approaching of the Day of
Resurrection.

Squeezing In The Grave: (Fishare Qabr)
"Whoever is subject to the questioning in the grave, is also squeezed by the
grave therein, and the one who is exempted from questioning, is exempted
from the squeeze also."
Imam Ja’far As Sadiq (A)
For some believers the squeeze will be like two friends embracing each other.
For some sinful believers, the squeezing will be severe enough to fracture the
ribs. For non-believers, the squeezing will be worst.
The squeezing is not dependent upon the corpse being buried in the earth.

"The lord of the earth is also the lord of the atmosphere."
Imam Ali (A)
And the corpse would be squeezed, if it deserved it, no matter in what condition
or place it happens to be.
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Once a companion of Imam Ali ar Ridha (A) asked him as to what he had to say
about those dead ones who, though liable to be subjected to the squeeze in the
grave, could not actually be buried in the ground.
"If by virtue of their deeds they are entitled to punishment in the grave, they
will receive it, no matter where they lie dead, or in whatever form they happen
to be in. Their soul will receive the same painful treatment as the body receives
through this severe embrace of the grave."
Imam Ali Ar Ridha (A)

Life After Death - Questioning In The Grave & Squeezing In The
Grave
 Questioning in the grave includes questions about Salaat, Zakaat,
Haj, Fasting and the love for Ahlul-Bait (A).
 For some of believers the squeeze will be like two friends
embracing each other while for some sinful unbelievers the
squeeze will be severe enough to fracture the ribs.
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RAJ’AT - QIYAMATE SUGHRA
Prior to the total resurrection, the Final Day of Judgement or Reckoning, there
will be a period of Raj'at or Qiyamate Sughra i.e. Partial resurrection wherein
the Holy Prophet (S) and the Ahle Bait (A), a group of people perfect in faith and
belief, and a group of extremely wicked people will be brought to life again. This
will take place during the period when the expected and the awaited Imam
Mahdi (A), the twelfth and the last successor of the Holy Prophet (S) will appear
on this earth.
"He who does not believe in our Raj'at (return) is not from us."
Imam Ja’far As Sadiq (A)

Thus belief in Raj'at is an article of faith.
Islam demands a Muslim to essentially believe in the return of every thing to the
Lord for the Final Judgement of every soul with regard to its faith and actions.
There are repeated declarations in the Holy Qur'an, informing man of this Day
and warning him to be on guard in this life on earth, against the Requital which
is sure and certain to take place.
It is the conviction about this fact that would keep man, on the right path, duly
guarded against his accountability. It is natural that when an individual is not
mindful of his or her accountability, nothing would stop him or her, to commit
any sin or crime and with the sense of one's accountability one would never
dare to exceed the limits, and would always remain guarded.
A Muslim should and must believe in Qiyamah and live such a clean life which
would help him to pass the Divine Judgement easily and earn the life eternal of
the heavenly bliss. The fifth principle of the faith is the belief in Qiyamah. The
faith in this principle is compulsory.
Every human being is individually accountable for each one's faith and deeds.
The Holy Qur'an declares:
"And for all according to what they did; and that He may fully recompense their
deeds, "and they shall not be done any injustice."
(al Ahqaf, 46:19)
After death, all human beings will be resurrected to be rewarded and punished
according to each individual's earnings of virtue and vice in this life. The present
life is only a season for cultivation or effort, and the life after death will be the
period of harvest or the result. This life, is for creating causes for effects in the
hereafter. As one sows now, so then shall he reap.
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FIRST AND SECOND TRUMPETS
The sound of the trumpet will be the first stage of the Day of Judgement. Allah
has mentioned it in many ayats of the Holy Qur'an.
An example of such an ayat:
" And the Trumpet shall be blown, then shall swoon (die) whoever is in heavens
and whoever is in the earth. Then the (Trumpet) shall be blown again and lo!
they shall stand up awaiting (they shall wake up again)."
So the trumpet will be blown twice. When it will be blown for the first time,
people (and every living thing) will die. After it is blown for the second time,
everyone will wake up and indeed it will be the Day of Judgement.
Imam Zainul Abedeen (A) was asked:
"How much time will pass between the two blowings of the trumpet?
He said:
"As much as Allah would please."
Then he was asked:
"Then please tell me, O Son of the Messenger of Allah, how the trumpet will be
blown?"
The Imam (A) said :
"So far as the first blowing is concerned, verily Allah will command angel Israfil,
who will come towards the earth, and with him will be a Trumpet; and the
Trumpet will have one mouth-piece and two tubes; and the space between the
two tubes will be like that between the sky and earth.
When the angels will see Israfil descend towards the earth with his Trumpet,
they will say, ‘Verily, Allah has ordered the inhabitants of earth to die, and the
inhabitants of heaven to die.’
‘Then Israfil will blow the trumpet once; and the voice will come out of that side
which is towards the earth and all living beings on the earth will die; and then
the voice will come out from the side which is towards the heaven, and all living
things in the heavens will die.
Then Allah will say to Israfil: 'O Israfil, die.'
And he will die too. And they will remain like this as long as Allah would wish."
The Imam (A) continues:
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"Then Allah will create a loud voice which will be heard throughout the earth and
the heaven: 'Whose is the Kingdom this day?'
No one will give any answer (as there will be none alive); then He will answer
Himself creating a loud voice: 'It is Of Allah, the One, the Subduer (Holy Qur'an
40:16); I subdued all the creatures and gave them death; verily, I am Allah,
there is no God except I alone, there is no partner for me and I made the
creatures by my power and I made them die by My will; and I shall resurrect
them by my Power.’
‘Then Allah (whenever he decides) will cause the second blowing of the
Trumpet; the voice will come out from the side which is towards the heavens;
inhabitants there will become alive and will stand as before, and the same will
happen to the people of the earth.
People will now be gathered for reckoning (giving accounts of their good and
bad deeds). It is indeed the Day - the Day of Judgement or Qiyamah.”
Life After Death - Raj’at - Qiyamate Sughra
 Raj'at or Qiyamate Sughra is partial resurrection wherein the Holy
Prophet (S) and the Ahle Bait (A), a group of people perfect in
faith and belief, and a group of extremely wicked people will be
brought to life again.
 This will take place during the period when the expected and the
awaited Imam Mahdi (A), the twelfth and the last successor of the
Holy Prophet (S) will appear on this earth
 belief in Raj'at is an article of faith.
 The sound of the trumpet will be the first stage of the Day of
Judgement. When it will be blown for the first time, people (and
every living thing) will die. After it is blown for the second time,
everyone will wake up and indeed it will be the Day of Judgement
.
.
.
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QIYAMAH - HISAB
There is a life after death. We will all die and we will all be raised again after
death on the Day of Judgement and will be judged according to our beliefs and
deeds so that a pious person will be rewarded and a sinful person will be
punished.
If a person had a true faith and did good deeds, Prayed, Fasted during
Ramadhan, paid Zakaat and Khums, gave to charity, looked after orphans, fed
the poor and other such things, he would receive the grace of Allah and will be
sent to Paradise.
There will be many signs before the Day of Judgement. One of these signs is
the re-appearance of the 12th Imam (A). He will re-appear when the world will
become full of injustice. Hazrat Isa (A) will come down to help him n spreading
the true faith and Imam Mahdi (A) will rule the whole world. The other signs are
rising of the sun from the west and the Holy Qur'an being taken up.
The Day of Judgement will be of 50,000 years long and the sun will be very low
and the earth will be red hot like heated copper.
WHAT WILL HAPPEN ON THE DAY OF JUDGEMENT:
a. Hisab:
On the day of Judgement everyone's bad and good deeds will be accounted
(Hisab) for, and accordingly they will be punished.
Hisab can be taken by many methods but two common ones are mentioned
below and they are Mizan and Books of Deeds
b. Mizan
This word actually means the weighing scale. On the Day of Judgement, there
will be a weighing scale to weigh the good and evil deeds of men and women.
Those whose scale of good deeds is heavier than that of their bad deeds shall
be rewarded. However, those whose scale of bad deeds is heavier than that of
their good deeds shall be punished.
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It is important to note that if human beings have invented various types of
scales, devices and equipment to measure things like the weather, blood
pressure, etc., there is nothing imaginary in believing that Almighty Allah will
weigh our deeds by the weighing scales.
However, some learned people have interpreted Mizan as meaning the Justice
of Allah, while others say Mizan means the Prophets (A) and Imams (A) who
will judge the people.
All these interpretations may be correct; what's more, all of them may exist
together.
The following Ayats prove the existence of the weighing scales.
"And the "balance" that day is true. So he whose scales of good deeds will be
heavy, will prosper; and that whose scales will be light will find themselves in
loss, because they mistreated Our signs."
(al A'raaf, 7:8-9)
"We shall set up "scales of justice" for the day of Judgement, so that not a soul
will be dealt with unjustly in the least; and if there be the weight of a mustard
seed, We will bring it to account; and enough are We to take account."
(al Anbiya 21: 47)
c. Books of Deeds
On the Day of Judgement, the written record of our whole life will be given to us.
This record is written by the two angels, Raqeeb and Ateed, who are deputed
on every person. These angels write down our each and every action. The
place of the two angels is the collar-bone; the one on the right side (Raqeeb)
writes the good deeds, and the one on the left side (Ateed) writes the evil
deeds.
On the Day of Judgement, people whose good deeds will exceed the bad, will
receive the Book of Deeds in the right hand, while those whose bad deeds are
more than good, will receive the Book of Deeds in the left hand.
Life After Death - Qiyamah – Hisab
 There is a life after death. We will all die and we will all be raised
again after death on the Day of Judgement and will be judged
according to our beliefs and deeds so that a pious person will be
rewarded and a sinful person will be punished.
 Hisab can be taken by many methods but two common ones are
Mizan and Books of Deeds
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QIYAMAH - SIRAAT
Siraat means Path. The Holy Qur'an has used the word 'As Siratal Mustaqim'
(Straight Path) for the Divine religion. In the context of Qiyamah, Siraat means a
bridge upon Hell over which all mankind will have to pass. It is our belief about
Siraat that it is the bridge of Hell; and upon it is the path of all the creatures, as
Allah says:
"Not one of you but all of you will pass over it; this is a firm decree of your Lord.
Then We shall save those who guarded themselves against evil, and We shall
leave the wrong doers therein (humbled) to their knees.”
(Maryam, 19:71-72)
And Siraat, on the other hand, is the name of the Proofs of Allah (i.e. The
Prophets (A) and the Imams (A)); thus; he who believed them in this world and
obeyed them, Allah will give him permission to pass from Siraat.
The Holy Prophet (S) said to Imam Ali (A):
"O Ali! On the day of Qiyamah, I, you and Jibra'il shall sit on the Siraat ,
and none shall pass over the Siraat except he who would have a release
from Jahannam based on your Wilayat (love and obedience)."
The Prophets (A) and Imams (A) are called Siraat in this world because they
provide a bridge, connecting us with Allah. It is perfectly right to call them Path
of Allah. At the same time, they brought the Divine religion to help the people
reach nearer to Allah, thus they are the Paths, and they are the Guides.
It is believed that this Path is divided into stations or stops, each of them having
a separate name. When a man will reach a stop named after a Wajib thing, if he
had neglected that thing (in the world), he will be detained there and will be
asked to pay the dues to Allah; then if any other good deed came to his rescue
or the Mercy of Allah saved him, he will be allowed to pass safely from there to
the next stop. In this way he will be sent from pass to another and will be
detained at every pass, and asked about his short-comings in that particular
order of Allah. Then if he came out safely from all passes or stops, he will reach
The House of Eternity, i.e. Paradise.
But if he was detained at a pass and was not saved by any good deed or the
Mercy of Allah did not come to his rescue, his foot would slip from that pass,
and he will fall into the fire of Jahannam. We seek protection of Allah against it.
The name of one of these stops is Wilayat. Everyone will be stopped therein,
and asked about the love and obedience of Imam Ali bin Abu Talib (A) and the
Imams (A) after him.
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Likewise, one stop is named Sile-e-Raham (good behaviour towards relatives),
and another is named Trust, another (prayer). Likewise, there will be passes
named after every Wajib or Haraam deed.

The Holy Qur'an repeats the command that will be given to the angels:
"And stop them, for they must be asked." (as Saffaat, 37:24)
It is also said that this bridge is thinner then the thinnest hair, sharper than the
sharpest sword and hotter than fire.
Life After Death - Qiyamah - Siraat
 Siraat means Path.
 Siraat means a bridge upon Hell over which all mankind will have
to pass.
 It is our belief about Siraat that it is the bridge of Hell; and upon it
is the path of all the creatures.
 The Prophets (A) and Imams (A) are called Siraat in this world
because they provide a bridge, connecting us with Allah.
 It is believed that this Path is divided into stations or stops, each of
them having a separate name.
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QIYAMAH - INTERCESSION (SHAFA'AT)
Shafa'at
Allah, in His Mercy, has opened many doors for his sinner servants to seek his
pleasure and forgiveness. Two very important doors are Tawbah (Repentance)
and Shafa'at (Intercession).
It is accepted by all Muslims that the Holy Prophet (S) will intercede (intervene
to reconcile) on behalf of the sinners of his Ummat. An Ayat on this subject :
"Who is there that can intercede in his presence except by His permission?"
(al Baqarah, 2:255)
For unbelievers there will NOT be any intercessor.
Shafa'at is meant for the benefit for those whose faith was accepted by Allah
(i.e. true believers) who might have committed sins - major or minor. And those
who had repented from their sins will not need any Intercession. The Holy
Prophet (S) has said:
"He who did not believe in my intercession, Allah will not permit him to get my
shafa'at."
The benefit for Shafa'at is not for those who had doubts about religion, nor for
those who ascribe a partner to Allah, nor is it for unbelievers and those who had
rejected the truth; but it is for the benefit of the sinners among those who
believed in Allah (together with his true representatives).
The following Ayat is about the right of Shafa'at given to our Holy Prophet (S):
"Soon will your Lord raise you to a "station of praise and glory."
It will be the "station where the Holy Prophet (S) will intercede on behalf of the
sinners. Allah will go on granting the intercession of the Holy Prophet (S) till he
says:
"O my lord! Now I am well pleased and fully satisfied."

Life After Death - Qiyamah - Intercession (Shafa'at)
 Allah, in His Mercy, has opened many doors for his sinner
servants to seek his pleasure and forgiveness
 Two very important doors are Tawbah (Repentance) and Shafa'at
(Intercession).
 Shafa'at is meant for the benefit for those whose faith was
accepted by Allah (i.e. true believers) who might have committed
sins - major or minor. And those who had repented from their sins
will not need any Intercession.
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QIYAMAH - PARADISE
It is the place where all sort of joy, happiness and Grace of Allah is found. It is a
Garden of ever-lasting Bliss. All believers will be taken to Paradise, where they will stay
forever. Sinful believers will first be punished, before they are sent to Paradise.
Depending on the degree and the magnitude of sins, some sinful believers will first be
sent to Hell, and then they will be brought to Paradise.
Some of the important facts about Paradise are as follows:
1.
The Paradise is already created. It is NOT that it will be created at some time in
the future.
2.
Believers' body and soul together will be brought to Paradise, and they would
enjoy the reward physically.
3.
Various names are used for Paradise in the Holy Qur'an, some of them are:
 JANNATUL MAWA (Garden of Abode)
 JANNATUL NAEEM (Garden of Bliss)
 JANNATUL FIRDAUS (Garden of Paradise)
 DARUS SALAAM (Abode of Peace)
4.
5.
6.

7.

8.

9.

Some streams of Paradise mentioned in the Holy Quran are: KAWTHER,
SALSABEEL and TASNEEM.
Paradise has eight gates. Some of them are: Gate of Mercy, Gate of Patience,
The Great Gate, etc.
TUBA is an important tree of Paradise. It is planted in the House of Prophet
Muhammad (S) and Imam Ali (A). TUBA has a branch in every palace mansion.
Whenever the believer would desire anything, that branch would provide it for him
at once.
No Prophet (A) would enter Paradise until the Holy Prophet (S) enters it. Shias of
Ahlul Bayt (A) would enter first amongst the various Ummats (followers of a
Prophet).
In Paradise there is neither death nor old age, neither illness nor disease, neither
sorrow nor worry, neither poverty nor handicap. The believers will get what the
souls desire and eyes appreciate, and they will abide there forever.
The greatest Bliss (happiness) in Paradise will be the pleasure of Allah. That
Allah is satisfied with you and given you what he had promised. You believed in
Paradise without seeing it and now you will be in it.
Life After Death - Qiyamah – Paradise

 It is the place where all sort of joy, happiness and Grace of Allah is
found, its a garden of ever-lasting Bliss. All believers will be taken to
Paradise, where they will stay forever. Sinful believers will first be
punished, before they are sent to Paradise. Depending on the degree
and the magnitude of sins, some sinful believers will first be sent to Hell,
and then they will be brought to Paradise.

 Various names of Paradise are Jannatul Mawa; Jannatul Naeem;
Jannatul Firdaus; Darus Salaam, etc.
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QIYAMAH - HELL
The fire is the abode of disgrace and place of punishment for the unbelievers
and sinners. The people of fire are poor in reality; they will not be allowed to die
nor will their punishment be reduced; they will not taste in it any cold (water) or
drink, except a boiling, dark, murky fluid. And if they want food, they would be
fed with Zaqqum (a cursed tree); and if they seek relief they will be granted
water like molten brass that will scald their faces.
It is also present in the traditions that Allah shall order some people to be led to
the fire with an order:
"Fire! do not burn their feet, because they used to go to the mosques; and not to
burn their hands, as they used to raise them for Dua's; and not to burn their
tongues, because they used to recite the Qur'an; and not to burn their faces,
because they used to perform Wudhu perfectly."
The fire (Hell) is home of all who did not know Allah. And even some of those
who knew Allah will be sent therein because of there sins and wrong-doings;
but it is believed that such a man will not live there forever, he will be taken out
of it and sent to the everlasting bliss. Nobody will remain forever in the fire
except the unbelievers. Every Ayat which mentions ever-lasting punishment of
Fire, is about the unbelievers.
Hell has Seven gates, as Allah says:
"To it are seven gates; for each of these gates is a special class of sinners
assigned." (al Hijr,15:44)
According to the traditions, those gates are as follows:
1.

Jaheem
Its people will be made to stand on burning stone which will make their
brains boil, as cooking-pot boils its content.
"Then, for such as had transgressed the bounds, and had preferred the
life of this world, the abode will be Jaheem."
(an Naziaat, 79:37-39)

2.

Ladha
It will be the place of those who turned away from Allah, and were busy in
gathering wealth without taking out the dues of Allah and His creatures.
The fire will catch them by their hands, feet and forehead and suck them
inside.
"By no means! For it would be the "Ladha" (fire), plucking out the sinner
right to the skull inviting all such as turn their backs and turn away their
faces, and collect wealth and hide it."
(al Ma-aarij, 70:15-18)
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3.

Saqar
"Soon will I cast him in Saqar. And what will explain to you what Saqar is?
It allows nothing to endure, nor does it leave anything alone; darkening
and changing the colouring of man."
(al Muddathir, 74:26-30)

4.

Hutamah
Literal meaning:
"That which crushes to pieces. It will break everyone who is sent inside
and grind him to powder, and then they will be made whole again and
again. Woe to every scandalmonger and backbiter, who piles up the
wealth and lays it by; he thinks that his wealth would make him last
forever. By no means! He will be sure to be thrown into Hutamah."
(al Humazah,104:1-5)

5.

Hawiyah
Literal meaning, a Pit.
"But he, whose balance of goods will be light, will have his home
in a bottomless pit (Hawiyah)."
(al Qari-ah, 101:8,9)

6.

Sa'eer
It means Blazing Fire. There are in it three hundred curtains of Fire, in
every curtain are three hundred forts of Fire, in every fort are three
hundred abodes of Fire; and in every abode are three hundred types of
punishments of Fire; and scorpions of Fire, and yokes of Fire.
"Verily, we have prepared for the unbelievers chains, and yokes and
blazing fire."
(ad Dahr, 76:4)

7.

Jahannam
Well known and the most feared. In it are the Falaq, Sa'ud and Atham.
Falaq is well inside Jahannam, when it is opened it makes the Fire blaze
even more fiercely. And it is far greater punishment (compared to the
previous six stages).Sa'ud is a brass mountain of fire in the centre of
Jahannam.
"Soon will I take him to Sa'ud (the mountain of punishment)”
(al Muddathir, 74:17)

8.

Atham
It is a valley of melted brass around the above-mentioned mountain. And it
is the place of the fiercest punishment.
"As often as their skins are roasted through, We shall change them for
fresh skins; so that they may taste the punishment; for Allah is
Exalted in Power, Wise."
(an Nisa, 4:56)
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An atheist once asked Imam Jafar as Sadiq (A) about the above Ayat:
"Let us suppose that the present skins has participated in the sins. But what
about the new skins? Surely, they would be innocent."
Imam (A) replied:
"It would be the same skin and yet it would be new one. Let us say that a man
took a brick and crushed it to small particles, then pouring some water on it and
putting it into a brick making frame, made another brick out of it. Now, is it not
the same brick ?"
The atheist replied:
"Certainly!"
Imam (A) has also said the following:
"Verily, there is a fire inside the Fire from which even the people of Fire would
seek protection. It was created only for every proud, powerful obstinate
transgressor, and for every rebellious Satan, and for every person who does not
believe in the day of reckoning, and for every enemy of the Progeny of
Muhammad (S)."
"The man with the lightest punishment on the day of judgement will be the one
standing up to his ankles in the fire, wearing two sandals of fire with two straps
of fire; his brain will be boiling by its heat like a cooking pot. He would be
thinking that nobody would be suffering greater punishment, while in fact his
would be the lightest calamity."
Life After Death - Qiyamah - Hell
 The fire is the abode of disgrace and place of punishment for the
unbelievers and sinners.
 The people of fire are poor in reality; they will not be allowed to die
nor will their punishment be reduced; they will not taste in it any
cold (water) or drink, except a boiling, dark, murky fluid.
 And if they want food, they would be fed with Zaqqum (a cursed
tree); and if they seek relief they will be granted water like molten
brass that will scald their faces.
 Hell has Seven gates. According to the traditions, those gates are
as follows:
 *
Jaheem
 *
Hawiyah
 *
Ladha
 *
Sa'eer
 *
Saqar
 *
Jahannam
 *
Hutamah
 *
Atham
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QIYAMAH - A'RAAF
A'raaf means the Heights. It the place between the Gardens and the Fire. It has
been mentioned in the 7th Sura of the Quran, which is called Al-A'raaf because
of it. Some Ayats:
"And between them shall be veil or partition, and on the heights will be men who
would know everyone by his marks; they will call out to the companions of the
garden : `peace on you'. They will not have entered but they will have
assurance thereof."
"And the men on the heights will call to certain men whom they will know from
there marks, saying: `of what profit to you were your hoards and your arrogant
ways? Behold! Are these not the men whom you swore that Allah would never
bless them with his mercy?' then turning to the other group, they will say: `enter
you the garden; no fear shall be on you nor shall you grieve."
The groups that the above Ayats mention are:
1. Those people who will identify everyone by his marks, and who will
rebuke the people of the Fire and will tell the people of the Garden to
enter the Paradise.
2. And there will be those who would be waiting for the decision of Allah
concerning themselves. E.g. those believers whose good and bad deeds
would be of equal weight; those non-Shia Muslims who just followed a
faith in which they were born, without knowing or understanding anything
and who had no enmity towards the progeny of Muhammad (S).
A'raaf is the boundary between the Garden and the Fire. It has also been said
that it is a mountain between Paradise and Hell; so it is the boundary wall
between the two places. What is certain is that it is a place neither of the
Paradise not of the Fire.
On the Day of Resurrection the Messenger of Allah (S) and Imams (A) will be
upon it, and it is they that are meant in the words of Allah.
“And on the Heights will be men who will know everyone by his marks.”
It is so because Allah will inform them about the people of Garden and the
people of the Fire by some marks which he will put on them, and these will be
the `signs' mentioned in the following ayats:
"They will know every one by his marks." (al A'raaf, 7:46)
"The sinners will be known by their marks." (ar Rahman, 55:41)
It has been mentioned in the traditions that Allah will keep upon the A'raaf some
groups which would not deserve a reward without punishment but would not
deserve everlasting abode in the Hell. These are the people who will be waiting
for the order of Allah; for such people there is intercession; and they will have to
remain on the A'raaf till they are allowed to enter the Garden by the intercession
of the Holy Prophet (S), Ali (A) and the Imams after him.
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Also, it is said that A'raaf will be the abode of such people who were not sane in
this life i.e. they were insane, or died before attaining adulthood. Therefore, they
did not do any good or bad deed to deserve the Garden or Fire.
So, Allah will make them live in A'raaf; they will be saved from punishment but
will not be given such blessings which other people will be given after doing
good deeds (they will not be placed equal to those who reached there after a
life spent in good deeds).
Life After Death - Qiyamah - A'raaf
 A'raaf means the Heights.
 It the place between the Gardens and the Fire.
 It has been mentioned in the 7th Sura of the Quran, which is
called Al-A'raaf because of it.
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NAMAAZ-E-IJARA:
 1399: When a man dies it is Ehtiyate-Wajib upon his eldest son to perform
the Qadha of the Wajibats that he missed out in his lifetime. But if the father left
prayers intentionally, then it is not obligatory upon the son but better to perform
them
 1406: However, if his eldest son is a minor or insane at the time of the
father’s death, it will not be Wajib upon him to offer Qadha when he becomes
Baligh or if he regains his sanity. Then someone can be paid to perform the
Qadha of the Wajibats that the deceased failed to perform himself – but not
obligatory, better to get them performed
 1407: If the eldest son of a person dies before offering the Qadha of his
father, it will NOT become Wajib on the second son.
 1403: If a man writes in his Will all the Wajibat he failed to perform then it is
the responsibility of the Executor of the Will to ensure that the Qadha is offered,
then the eldest son will be free from his obligation.
 1399: When a woman dies, it is not Wajib upon her eldest son to perform
her Qadha. It is better, however, if he performs them.
Namaaz-e-Ijara therefore means hiring a person to offer the Qadha for any
dead person, on the payment of wages. This person can be paid for performing
the Qadha of Namaaz, Fasting and Haj.
It is alright for a person to offer the Qadha of Namaaz, Fasting or Haj without
taking a reward; but the decision of not accepting a reward should be of the
person offering the Qadha.
The person who is hired to offer the Qadha of a dead person should be a
Mujtahid or must:
 Know the rules of prayers correctly according to his / her Taqlid.
 Act according to precaution, provided s/he knows fully on what occasions
precautions need to be observed.
A man can be hired on behalf of a man and a man can be hired to offer the
Qadha of a woman and vice versa i.e. a woman can also be hired to offer the
Qadha of a man
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NAMAAZ-E-HADIYA WALIDAN
“O you who believe, do not make friends with people on whom is Allah’s
wrath, who have despaired of their hereafter as disbelievers, despair of
those who are in the graves” (60:13)
“The dead ones are pleased and displeased the same way as we are when we
remember them with prayers for forgiveness and reward, they are delighted.
These are taken by the angels as a special gift to them, and they in return pray
for the living ones for their kindness”
Imam Ja’far As-Sadiq (A)

“And lower to them (i.e. parents) the wing of humility out of compassion,
and say:’O My Lord! Have mercy on them just as they have nourished me
when I was small..” (17:24)
It can be prayed for one or both the parents, and the Thawab for this kind of
kindness is immense. Besides, the sons and daughters who remember their
parents by this Namaaz and also by other acts of charities and worship, reap
the benefit of reciprocal DUA from the Marhumeen.
NAMAAZ FOR ONE’S PARENTS (Waaledain includes grand PARENTS)
This Namaaz consists of 2 Rakaats.
The Niyyat should be: “I am offering 2 Rakaat Namaaz-e-Hadiya Walidain,
Qurbatan ilallah”
In the 1st Rakaat after the recitation of Suratul Hamd, recite with raised hands
as in Qunoot the Dua given below, 10 times.
“Rabbanaghfirlee waliwa lidayya walil mo’mineena yauma yaqoomul
hisaab” (14:41)
“Our Lord! Cover us with Thy forgiveness, me my parents and all believers on
the day that the reckoning will be established.”
After this complete the 1st Rakaat with Rukuu and Sajdah and stand up for the
2nd Rakaat.
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In the 2nd Rakaat after the recitation of Suratul Hamd, recite with raised hands
as in Qunoot the Dua given below, 10 times.
“Rabbigh firlee waliwa lidayya walimun dakhala bayti mo’mineenun walil
mo’mineena wal mo’minaat” (71:28)
“Our Lord! Forgive me and my parents and those who enter my house with
belief and men who believe and women who believe.”
After this complete the 2nd Rakaat and Namaaz is complete.
The go into Sajdah and recite the Dua given below, 10 times.
“Rabbir ham huma kama rabba yani saghira” (17:24)
“Our Lord! Forgive them both for they have brought me up in my childhood.”

A SHORTER METHOD FOR NAMAAZ-E-HADIYA WALIDAIN:
In the 1st Rakaat and 2nd Rakaat after Suratul Hamd recite the Dua given below,
20 times.
“Rabbir ham huma kama rabba yani saghira” )17:24)
After completeing the Namaaz raise you hands in Qunoot and recite the Dua
given below, 10 times.
“Rabbir ham huma kama rabba yani saghira” (17:24)
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TOPIC 19: AN INTRODUCTION TO AQAID – TAWHEED
Aqaid means our basic beliefs as Muslims. It is sometimes called Usool-e-deen
(Roots of religion).
Before believing in any of the roots of religion, it is necessary for a believer to have
strong faith in the existence of a God. It is not enough to believe in God because it
is what most people do, or it is what has always been taught and believed by
those around us. Each human being has to know for himself/herself the reasons
behind the belief in God.
We have to ponder over and understand our Aqaid at
individual levels. Although you will hear and read about
what the beliefs should be, until you accept them
yourself, you will not have faith ('Iman), although you may
be a Muslim. That is why there is no Taqlid in matters of
Aqaid. Once you accept the Usool-e-deen, you may then
do Taqlid of a Mujtahid in matters of Furoo-e-deen. At
that point the rules of Shariah will be easier to understand
and obey. Just like a tree, if the roots are strong, the
branches will be strong also.

Dead Tree

Weak Roots

Our Aqaid as Shia Ithna'Asheris are five;
1. Tawheed,
2. Adalat,
3. Nabuwwah,
4. Imamah and
5. Qiyamah.
In the next few lessons, we will attempt very briefly to discuss these beliefs.
TAWHEED - BELIEF IN THE UNITY OF ALLAH
BELIEF IN A ONE GOD:
Tawheed refers to the belief in One Unique
God.

ý1þ çkácáF âÐáäÃÂB áÒâÎ åÄâº

Suratul Ikhlaas teaches us that:
-

ãÈ×ãcáäoÂB ãÌÇåcáäoÂB ãÐÃÂB ãÈåtãQ

there is One God,
Who is Self-reliant,
He was not born and did not have
offspring, and
there is no being like Him.

ý2þ âkáÇáä|ÂB âÐáäÃÂB
ý3þ åkáÂÒâÖ åÈáÂáÑ åkãÃáÖ åÈáÂ
ý4þ çkácáF BæÒâ∙â¾ âÐáäÂ Ìâ¿áÖ åÈáÂáÑ

The first step to understanding Tawheed is to accept that God exists. There are
many proofs to ponder over - we will discuss only a few.
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Evidence in Creation
The perfect harmony of creation around us points to the existence of a Creator.
Can such beautiful, original and perfect creations, from single-celled amoeba to
the complex brain of man, have evolved by chance?

Our Holy Prophet Muhammad (S) was
once walking with his companions
when he saw an old lady working at a
spinning wheel.
Whilst she was working she was
praising Allah for all that He had given
her.
Our Prophet (S) greeted her and asked
her, “Your faith is admirable; will you
tell me what made you believe in
Allah?”
The woman answered, “O Messenger of Allah! If I do not move my spinning
wheel,
it does not spin.
If a simple thing like my spinning wheel cannot turn without help how can it be
possible that the whole universe can operate so efficiently without a driving
force.
There must be a Great one running it. A
Great Being who controls every atom. The
Great One can only be Allah, Who is the
Creator and Master of everything.”
The Prophet (S) was very pleased with the
old woman’s reply.
Turning to his companions he said, “See
how this old lady came to know about Allah
through such a fine and simple way. Your
faith in Allah should also be as firm as
hers.”
Imam Ali (A) has said,
"The footprints of a camel and the dung of a
donkey give a clue that the camel and donkey
have passed, despite the fact that you cannot
see them - then what of all creation?"
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Imam's (A) example shows that the existence of the Creator cannot be denied
just because we do not see Him - His creations point to His existence.
Evidence in Man's own Instinct
Belief in God is a natural instinct. An atheist asked Imam Ja'far as-Sadiq (A) to
convince him about the existence of God.
The man was a sailor, so Imam (A) asked him,
"Have you ever been caught in a fierce storm in the middle of the sea with your
sails torn away while you try desperately to keep afloat?"
The answer was "Yes".
Then Imam (A) asked, "and perhaps even that the boat went down leaving you
exhausted and helpless in the mercy of the raging
waves?"
The answer was again "Yes".
Then the Imam (A) asked. "Was not there in all that black
despair a glimmer of hope in your heart that some power
could still help you?"
When he agreed, Imam (A) said, "That power is God."
The atheist was intelligent and recognised the truth.
Question:
If the belief in God is inborn, why are there many human beings who do not
believe in God? Is the instinct not present in them?
Answer:
Even though Allah places the instinct in the human being, people can sometimes
choose to suppress the instinct, or ignore it and until it fades away.
Take the example of the mother's love for her child. We are all aware of the
existence of such an instinct, and have seen it around us many times. Yet we
have also heard of the cases, although rare, when mothers have killed their own
children. A recent happening in America illustrates this point very clearly, when a
young woman drowned her two baby boys in a lake. Did she not have a mother's
instinct to love and protect her children? She did, but other factors affected her so
much that she went against her instincts and destroyed her babies. That the case
attracted so much outrage is an indication that it was a most unnatural thing to do.
Although the instinct in belief in God is there in human beings, they suppress it to
reject the belief in a Creator. Reasons for doing this include; running away from
responsibility which faith would bring.
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Instinct in God strongest at certain times
Although the instinctive belief in God is always there, it is strongest at two times:
1. In difficulties &
2. At the moment of death
IN DIFFICULTIES:
When a human being faces a problem, and is going through a hard time, the
instinctive belief in God becomes very strong. Even those who have not bothered
much about the belief in God, will turn to Him in times of grief or fear.
At such times, just as in the story on the previous page, they know that the only
being who can help them is the God.
In this way difficulties are sometimes actually blessings, because they turn a
person towards God. If human beings were always happy, and experienced no
hardships, they would turn away from God.
AT THE MOMENT OF DEATH:
When a person knows that s/he is dying, the instinct in God is extremely strong.
Even if s/he had rejected faith in God throughout life, at such a time s/he would
affirm faith in God.
The Qur'an tells us in Sura Yunus about Firawn that "when drowning
overtook him, he said: I believe that there is no god but He, in
whom the children of Israel believe, and I am of the Muslims".
(10:90)
Of course it was too late for him. At the time of death no
affirmations or repentances are accepted.

Even pondering over the death of someone else can make the instinct in belief in
God strong. In Suratul Waqia Allah tells the people who are surrounding a dying
person:
Why then do you not (do something) when the soul
reaches the throat
And you are at that time looking on.
And we are nearer to him, but you see not.
Why then, if you are not going to be returned to Us,
Send it (the soul) back, if you are truthful?
(56:83-87)
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EVIDENCE FROM LOGIC:
Everything occurs due to a cause - there is cause and effect. Bertrand Russell
once said that he would believe in God, if only he understood who had caused
God to come into existence.
Although the discussion about this is a bit complicated, part of it is simplified
here. We believe that the existence of an ultimate CAUSE is necessary
otherwise if we imagine a being that created God, we can ask who created that
being?
We can see that this argument is endless. However, what we cannot deny is the
effect of that ultimate Cause, which is the abundant glory of creation we see
around us. It therefore follows that there has to be a Cause that has not been
an effect of anything else and that Ultimate Cause is Allah.
Once we accept that God exists, we have to try to understand the nature
of His existence.
a.

He is One:
Imam Ja'far as-Sadiq (A) once argued about this saying that there could
only be one because: If there were two, one would be stronger, the other
weaker - therefore the weaker one could not be God, who is the Most
Powerful. If both were equal, what was the need for the second one?
A man once said to Imam Ali ar-Ridha (A) that he believed there were two
gods. Imam (A) said that as to the existence of the first one, he agreed with
the man, but the burden was on the man to prove the existence of the
second god!

b.

His Attributes:
All perfect attributes belong to Him alone. He is the Most Powerful, the
Most Knowledgeable, the Most Wise, the Most Merciful, and the Most
Honourable.
Allah says in the Holy Qur'an:
"And Allah's are the best names, so call on Him by them….
(Al Araf, 7:180)

The actual attributes of Allah are three:
 Hayy (Ever living)
 Ãlim (All knowledgeable)
 Qadir (Power over everything)
All other attributes are branches of these of these three. The meaning of sifaat
is to negate the opposite as Imam Ali (A.S.) says in his sermon – We are
asserting the subutiya to negate the opposite. E.g. When I say He is Aalim, I am
saying He is not Jaahil (ignorant)
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The attributes of Allah cannot be separated from Him. e.g. ‘Ãlim – The one
who is knowledgeable. Whilst a human being acquires knowledge and is still a
human being even without knowledge, Allah is knowledge itself.
We try to understand Him through His Names but He is far superior to the
names. Imam Ja’far As Sadiq (A) said to companion Hisham – “Whoever
worships the name without meaning is a Kafir, whoever worships the
name and meaning is a Mushrik, whoever worships meaning alone is a
Muslim.”
Whatever one thinks of Allah, He is not that. We must therefore think of Allah in
terms of His attributes which are termed as Asmaa ul husnaa (the most
beautiful names).

c. The Wonders of Creation:
The outer way of knowing God is throughout the world around us.
We first question who has created life. Then we ponder over the wonderful way in
which everything has been created. If we see there is beauty, order, wisdom,
knowledge etc. in the creation of things, we know that the being that created them
also has these qualities.
IMAM JA’FAR AS-SADIQ (A) TALKS TO AN ATHEIST:
Once an atheist came to the 6th Imam (A) and asked him to help him believe in
God. Imam (A) asked him to take a seat.
There arrived a child with an egg in his hand. Imam took the egg from him and
said to the atheist: " Here is a mysterious fortress enclosed within a hard
shell, underneath which is a fine wrapping which covers molten silver (the
albumen) and some molten gold (the yolk). The molten gold does not mix
with the molten silver (although both are semi-fluid and should mix when
shaken). They retain their separate states. No artist comes out of it to say
that he has made any changes. . . nor is it known whether it is designed to
produce a male or female. Birds of various colours issue
there from.
Do you think it has a designer?
Who has painted all this inside it? And
How did the chick come about?
Who designed all these various shades, the feathers, the
limbs, the feet, the beak, the wings, the eyes, the ears, the nose, the bowels,
the crop, the joints etc seeing that no-one entered it?"
The atheist was amazed and had no answer!
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WISDOM IN THE ANIMAL LIFE:
Animal wisdom is a wonderful sign which shows the existence of a wise Creator.
The workings of many animals who work instinctively, is a brilliant testimony to the
wisdom of God.
THE BEE:
Scientists have discovered that the bee hive is a large
amazing centre where a great and vital effort occurs. In one
"honey town", there are about 120,000 firm hexagonal houses
built by the architect bees. At the centre of these houses is the
royal palace that is the seat of the queen bee who produces
two million infants a year. Around the palace stand splendid
buildings, the residences of the princesses. There are special
houses for the care of infant bees. Wide streets have been built in every direction,
and air-conditioning can also be seen in the hives. All the bees work together, in
various capacities such as guards, workers, engineers, cleaners etc. to produce
honey, to train the next generation, and to continue life. They do not stop until they
die.
THE SALMON:
The salmon is another good example of animal wisdom.
The young salmon spends years at sea, then comes
back to his own river, and travels up the very side of the
river from which flows the tributary where he was born. If
he is removed from that tributary, he will at once change
his direction and go back to the main stream to return to
his own tributary.
THE EELS:
Even more amazing are the eels. The eels migrate at maturity from
all ponds and rivers, to the deep waters of the Bermuda. There they
breed and die.
The little ones, with no-one to guide them, find their way back to the
same rivers and ponds from where their parents came. Eels from
Europe return to Europe, while those from America go back to
America, although the babies of both types of eels were born in the
Bermuda. Added to all that, the European eel who has travel more than the
American eel, is slower to mature so that it is not too old by the time it reaches its
home.
THE WASP:
A wasp will overpower a grasshopper, dig a hole in the earth and
sting the grasshopper in exactly the right place so it does not die but
is unconscious. The wasp will lay her eggs so that her children can
feed on the insect without eating dead meat. The mother then flies
away and dies. She never sees her young. This procedure is then
repeated again, and again, for every new wasp to come on the face
of this earth.
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Such mysterious ways, in which animals and insects function, just on their instinct,
cannot be explained by accident or adaptation.
These qualities have been bestowed by a great Creator who knew exactly what
each living thing would need to survive on the earth.
It is no wonder that the Holy Qur'an says:
Everything in the Heavens and the Earth glorifies Allah. (62:1)
Extracts from Nahjul Balagha
The following are parts of the sermons given by Imam Ali (a) in which he
describes some of the wonders of creation.
THE PEACOCK (FROM SERMON 163):
Allah has established such clear proofs for His skilled creative power and great
might that minds bend down to Him in acknowledgement thereof. . .
He has created birds of various shapes which live in the burrows of the earth, in
the openings of high passes, and on the peaks of mountains. . .
Among them are those shaded with one shade, and there is no other colour
except the one in which they have been dyed. There are others which are shaded
in with one colour and they have a neck ring of different colour.
The most amazing among them by way of creation is the peacock which Allah has
created in the most symmetrical
moderateness, and arranged its colours in
the best arrangement . . . It feels proud of
its colours and swaggers with its
movements. . . You could imagine its
feathers to be sticks made of silver, and
the wonderful circle and sun-shaped
feathers growing thereon as pieces of pure
gold and green emerald. If you compare
them to anything growing on land, you
would say that it is a bouquet of flowers
collected during spring. If you compare them to clothes, they are like printed
apparel or amazing variegated sheets of Yemen. If you compare them to
ornaments they are like gems of different colours girded together by means of
studded silver. . .
There is hardly a colour from which it has not taken and improved it further by
regular polish, lustre, silken brightness, and brilliance. . . If you carefully see one
hair from the hair of its feathers sticks, it would look like red rose, then emerald
green and then golden yellow. . . How can sharpness of intellect describe such
creation?
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EXTRACTS FROM HADITHE MUFAZZAL:
Hadith-e-Mufazzal is the narration by the 6th Imam (A) to one of his companions,
Mufazzal bin Umar.
Mufazzal asked the Imam (A) to give him some answers to
counter the arguments of the atheists who denied the
existence of God. Consequently, Imam (A) narrated to him
some of the wonders of creation.
This narration took place over a period of some days, and
was written by Mufazzal. The following are some excerpts
from the book.
O Mufazzal! The structure of the Universe is the foremost
proof and argument for the existence of Almighty Allah how the parts thereof have been set together and are
possessed of elegant workmanship and design. . .
This Universe is comparable to a house furnished with all
articles necessary for human beings. The sky is like a
canopy. The earth is spread like a carpet, while the stars. . .
appear as lamps alight in their places.
The gems are treasured as if the house has a lot of collection.
O Mufazzal! Don't you see that everything big or small has
been created on a flawless plan without fault or error?
Just see the advantage that occurs to a child from
weeping. There is a fluid in the child's brain which if not
drained off may cause trouble or illness, even the loss of
an eye. The discharge of the fluid from its brain leaves it
healthy and the eyes brighter. . . Just consider the various
organs of the body, the functions each one is required to
perform, and the perfection of design that underlies each.
Both hands are meant to handle business, both feet are
meant for movement, the eyes are to see with, the mouth
is to take in food, the stomach to digest it, the liver to extract its nutrition for
distribution to the various parts of the body after manufacturing it into blood . . .
you shall find that every organ is exactly fitted to perform its specific functions, and
is perfectly designed.......
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......O Mufazzal! Just consider the mercifulness of Allah
towards animals in giving their bodies a covering with different
kinds of hair to protect them against winter hardships. And they
have been gifted with hoofs, cleft and uncleft, or padded feet.
They have neither hands nor palms nor fingers to spin and
weave, so their clothing is made part of their bodily build
without renovation and changing.

O Mufazzal! Just consider the physical build of the bird as it was ordained that it
would fly high in the air. It has been gifted with a light body and a compact
constitution. It has only two feet instead of four. . . it is gifted with a sharp chest to
cut through the air just as a boat is built to cut through the water. . .the whole body
is covered with feathers to get filled with air for high flights.

An ignorant being, devoid of good qualities, could not have given these qualities to
the things it creates.
Human beings often walk through life blindly. They see with their eyes, but do not
think about what they see. That is why in the holy Qur'an, Allah often invites us to
think about His signs present in the world. One example is the following ayat:
Most surely in the creation of the Heavens and the Earth, and the alteration
of the night and the day, there are signs for men who understand. (3:189)
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TOPIC 20: AN INTRODUCTION TO AQAID – ADALAT
Adl is the 2nd Root of the Shi'a faith. It is the belief that Allah is just, and will deal
with all human being in a fair and just manner. Although there are many qualities
of Allah, Adl alone has been chosen to be part of the roots of religions.
The reasons for this selection were:
-

Justice is a very important quality and all other qualities depend on it. It
means that everything is put in its place by Allah. So, for example, Allah is
Rahim or Merciful, in a fair and proper manner. The Adl of Allah means that
each quality is exercised in an appropriate way, not just at random.

-

The judgement in the Hereafter is directly related to the justice of Allah.
Because we believe that Allah will reward and punish fairly, there is an
incentive to follow the laws of Allah. Without belief in Adl we would not
know whether we would receive the treatment we deserve, and would thus
lose the aim to follow religion.

-

Muslims differ in regard to the belief in Adl. Some Muslims believe that it is
not necessary for Allah to be just, and whatever He does would be
considered good. To separate themselves from such a belief, the Shia's,
have included the belief in Adl as part of their fundamental beliefs.

The OPPOSITE of ADALAT is DHULM (to put a thing in a wrong place).
Frequently people think that Justice of Allah is the same meaning as the justice
we expect in courts of law etc. And if a problem befalls a man, he says Allah
has been unjust to him. Allah says in the Holy Qur'an:
"Allah bears witness that there is no God but Him, and so do the angels
and possessors of knowledge - (He) is firm, upholding justice…"
(Ali Imran, 3:18)
"And Allah does not wish injustice to mankind"
(Ali Imran, 3:170)
It is our belief that because a certain work is good that Allah commands us to do
it and because the other action is evil, He orders us not to do it. On the other
hand our Sunni brothers believe that there is nothing like good and evil but
whatever Allah commands becomes good and whatever Allah forbids becomes
evil.
It is a fundamental attribute of Allah that he can do no wrong or evil. All His
actions are in accordance with Adalat and injustice can never be found in his
actions as it is below His dignity.
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The following story will make you understand better how Allah is ‘Adil
(Just)
In a town lived a doctor, a jeweller and a thief.

Doctor

Jeweller

Thief

In the morning, they all prayed to Allah to increase His blessings to them.
That day, the thief wanted to go and rob the jeweller. Instead he fell ill and had
to go to the doctor.
The jeweller did not make much money at all that day, because it rained and all
his customers stayed at home.
NOW LET US STUDY THIS STORY.
The thief fell ill - so it seems that he was treated unfairly by Allah.
The doctor got an extra patient (the thief!) so it seems he was treated fairly by
Allah.
The jeweller lost business because it rained, so it seems Allah treated him
unfairly.
So was Allah Just to all of them? We see that fairness and unfairness does not
describe Adalat fully. To understand it we must realise that Allah keeps a
balance between the needs of all His creatures.
Any person who commits injustice does so because of one of the
following reasons:
1.
2.
3.

He does not know that it is wrong. (but Allah has All-Knowledge).
He needs something which cannot be obtained without wrong actions. (but
Allah has no need).
He is forced by someone else to commit that wrong. (But Allah is AllPowerful and nobody can compel Him to do anything).

THUS LOGICALLY ALLAH CANNOT BE UNJUST!
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LUTF:
It is a common belief that if a person can do some good to another person
without any harm coming to himself or any other person, and he does not do it,
it would be against virtue. Therefore, if Allah can do anything beneficial to His
creatures and supposing He does not do it, it will be against the virtue of Allah.
'Lutf' is that action on the part of Allah which would help His creatures in His
obedience and assist their moral correction.
The Shia ithna-asheri faith believes 'Lutf' (Grace) is morally incumbent on Allah
(necessary quality). On the other hand Sunnis believe that just like 'Adalat' is
not necessary for Allah, 'Lutf' is not incumbent on Allah. A common example
given by them is, if Allah sends good and pious persons to hell and Shaitan to
heaven, it is quite right. We know that Allah created us to acquire virtue but how
are we to know what is virtue and what is evil? Can we rely on our intellect and
instinct to tell us what is right and what is wrong?
The sending of Shariah (rules and Islamic laws) and sending the Prophets and
Imams to guide us as well as appointing a Day of Judgement are the examples
of 'Lutf' by Allah.
WHY EVIL AND SUFFERING EXIST IN THE WORLD?
The most common argument against the justice of Allah is that there are a lot of
tragedies and sufferings occurring in the world. If Allah was just, and good and
kind, He would not let such things happen.
Human beings would not be made to suffer natural disasters such as earthquakes
and hurricanes, etc. Nor will men go through personal tragedies and difficulties
such as death, sickness, misery etc.
However there are many reasons behind the existence of suffering in this
world.
EXISTENCE OF A PARTICULAR SYSTEM:
The universe runs on a particular system, and many things affect one another. It is
a big world we live in, with all the natural laws which help it run smoothly. Because
of these laws, certain results take place which cannot be changed.
For example, the temperature and pressure inside the earth is necessary for the
formation of certain materials such as oil, coal etc. This temperature however,
sometimes results in an earthquake.
Our limited knowledge makes us consider the destructive effect of the earthquake,
without understanding that it is the natural result of certain necessary laws. Events
in the world are linked together, and the consequences cannot be avoided.
Death is necessary for human beings, yet it is a personal tragedy for family
members. Many sufferings are judged relatively by people.
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SUFFERINGS CAUSED BY ONE'S SELF:
Sometimes suffering is brought onto people by themselves. Knowingly, or
sometimes unknowingly, they commit acts which later create problems for
themselves.
Allah has given them an Aql and knowledge. They have the ability to inform
themselves, be aware of harmful acts and stay away from them. If they don't, it is
their own doing which brings the suffering.
Allah does not interfere to correct things as the
human being has been given the freedom to live his
life the way he chooses to.
Sometimes a man does not
dress
warmly
despite
knowing the effects of the
cold weather. Then he falls
sick and goes through a
difficult time. He himself is responsible for the difficulty,
and cannot blame Allah for being unjust to him.
SUFFERING CAUSED BY OTHER PEOPLE:
Human
beings
are
often
responsible for the problems they
bring upon others. There is a lot
of unfairness in society, with the
rich getting richer while the
condition of the poor gets worse.
There is misuse of power and
tyranny and oppression remains
unchecked.
This is because of the imbalance
and wrong system in place in
society. All this however, is the
fault of human beings and is not
because of the injustice of Allah.
Allah has left the human free to
choose his actions. Often the evil
actions, which we choose brings
sufferings on others in society.
As Allah says in the Qur'an:
Corruption has appeared in the land and the sea on account of what the
hands of men have done.
(30:41).
"If a person starves it is due to the fact that his share has been taken by
another."
Imam Ali (A)
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SUFFERING NURTURES THE CHARACTER:
Although nobody likes suffering, it often changes and improves the character of
the sufferer. Will-power is improved, and new abilities appear.
The character hardens, and a strong personality is formed. People who never go
through any difficulty, and are always used to an easy and comfortable life, often
become weak and shallow characters.
A difficulty is a challenge which makes people struggle, and there are many
positive results of that struggle. Allah says in the Holy Qur'an:
“Perhaps you dislike a thing, and Allah will bring through it a great deal of
good”. (4:19)
SUFFERING CAUSES ONE TO TURN TO GOD:
When a human being experiences a lot of ease and comfort, he goes into a state
of sleep and forgetfulness.
He forgets Allah and thinks he is independent and needless. Such a state
sometimes brings pride and arrogance. A difficulty in life is like a major jolt which
awakens man from his slumber, and turns him back to the right path.
It reminds him of Allah and of how helpless and small he himself is. When a
person goes through difficulties, he begins to pray more often, and more sincerely,
and gets closer to Allah. This is a blessing for him as it improves his spiritual and
religious life.
Imam Husain (A) said: If 3 things were not there human would not worship:
1. Helplessness
2. Sickness, and
3. Death.
TESTS AND DIFFICULTIES:
Allah has established a system of tests so that we may see how we stand up to
these and understand the judgement of Allah on us. Tests will be held for all
persons, believers and non-believers.
There are 2 main categories of tests.
First is the everyday test of rules of Shariah and articles of faith. To pass this
test man has to sincerely believe in the true religion and obey its rules faithfully.
The second type of test is the harder one, and that is by suffering. This includes
test by fear, hunger, loss of wealth and lives. Also accidents, floods,
earthquakes, fire, robbery, famine and disease are all the things that have
considerable effect on our lives. We are tested to see how we react to them.
Does our faith remain unshaken? Were we patient and faced these with
fortitude and courage? Our eternal happiness depends upon these tests.
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DO WE HAVE FREE WILL?
Our belief is that man acts of his own accord and Allah has not pre-arranged all
man's actions, although what everyone will do is in His knowledge. If we were
not free, there would be no purpose to the creation of hell and heaven.
There are some actions or aspects of life which are not in our control and on the
other hand we are given control and power over other actions by Allah.
A question arises in our minds. 'At what point are we free?'.
Replying to this Imam Musa al-Kazim (A) said, "A man acquires that ability
when 4 conditions are fulfilled:
1.
2.
3.
4.

When there is nothing to hinder his plans.
When there is nothing to hinder his health.
Faculties (needed for that work) are up to the required standard.
Allah provides him the occasion for that work.

We believe that there are some actions within the power and will of man, and
there are other actions which are beyond him.
For example, a sick person has the will and power to get treatment. But cure and
recovery are beyond his power.
If Allah has willed that he recovers, he will. He may be destined to die from that
illness, or suffer it for long. So human beings have certain actions they are
responsible for. They will be rewarded and punished for those actions only.
Obedience and disobedience to Allah come under the group of actions for which
man is responsible, and for which he will be judged.
It is wrong to believe that everything is destined by Allah, and He plans whether a
man will be obedient or disobedient.
If this was the case then reward and punishment would have no meaning. Why
reward or punish when it is Allah Himself who is responsible for the action?
As Shi'as we believe that Allah has foreknowledge of the actions of man, but in no
way forces him to do them. He will be judged for those actions he committed with
his own free will, and will not be judged for those which were destined for him.
EXERCISES:
1. Think of a part of the world which is going through great difficulties. Analyze
the problems of the people there. What do you think are some of the
reasons for the suffering there?
2. Most people experience very negative emotions when going through a
difficulty. Write an account of a problem you have had (could be an
imagined one), how you felt about, and how you would counsel yourself to
bear it better.
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TOPIC 21: AN INTRODUCTION TO AQAID – NABUWWAT
Nabuwwah is the belief in the Prophets (A) sent down by Allah to guide
mankind to the right path. There were 124,000 Prophets (A) and the last of
them was our Holy Prophet (S). The message and mission of every Prophet (A)
was the same.
The Holy Qur'an says:
"And indeed We raised in every nation an apostle preaching, 'Worship
Allah and avoid every kind of idol'.."
(An Nahl, 16:36)
If Allah had just created man but not made provision to guide him, then they
would not have been able to worship Him in the correct manner, nor would they
know what was expected from them.
Allah chose men at various times to convey His message to the people. These
were Prophets (A), and they received revelation from Allah through His angels
and through dreams. Since they were also human, they could then go and
guide their communities and be role models for them.
NEED OF PROPHETHOOD?
Why were Prophets sent to the world? To understand the need for Prophets, think
about the following points:
EXPERT TEACHERS OF RELIGION:
Society needed teachers to explain the right path to them. If left to themselves,
each individual would interpret religion according to his own thinking, and follow
his own path. Or some people would follow others who on account of their
charisma, limited knowledge in a particular field, wealth, power or influence would
dominate over these people.
It was therefore necessary that Divinely appointed Prophets be sent to teach the
correct way, and to guide society with Divine authority. This is why we see that
God instructs us to take the Prophet as the best model to follow:
“Certainly you have in the Messenger of Allah an excellent model”
(33:21).
NEED FOR REMINDER:
Even if human beings knew what they were supposed to do in this world, and how
they should live their lives, they needed a reminder while they were in the world,
before the day of accounting came upon them. Thus a Prophet was sent to warn
people not to stray from the right path, and give them good news of a great reward
from God if they followed His laws. Allah tells the Holy Prophet (s) in the Qur'an:
“We have sent you with all truth as a bearer of glad tidings and a warner”
(35:24)
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SPIRITUAL PURIFICATION:
A Prophet was entrusted with the duty of training and cleansing the hearts and
minds of human beings. They showed humans how they could purify themselves
from moral filth, and raise themselves spiritually. They taught people about God,
and about ways of attaining moral and spiritual perfection. In the Qur'an, Allah
says:
“He it is who raised among the unlettered, a Messenger from among
themselves, who recites to them His communications, and purifies them,
and teaches them the Book and wisdom whereas they were before in clear
error”.
(62:2)
A PERFECT EXAMPLE:
For human beings to follow the right path, they needed a good example, a model
whom they could imitate. If they were just given the rules, it would be only
theoretical, and some people may have objected that it was impossible for
humans to follow the laws of God in this world. But Allah sent human beings who
followed His laws perfectly, and thus were models for others. Allah says about the
Holy Prophet in the Qur'an:
“Certainly you have in the Messenger of Allah an excellent example for him
who hopes in Allah and the last day, and remembers Allah much”.
(33:21)
That is why Allah did not send angels to guide human beings. The enemies of the
Holy Prophet (S) asked him why Allah had sent an ordinary human being like
themselves, who "ate" and "walked in the markets" to guide them.
Why had He not sent an angel who would command awe and respect from
human beings? What they did not understand was that an angel could not be a
practical model for human beings. It would have been said that the angel could
follow the laws of God because he was not a human being and was free from
human faults. It was to prevent such arguments, and to show that it is possible for
human beings to lead exemplary lives, that Allah sent human Prophets as perfect
examples.
A RECEIVER OF DIVINE REVELATION:
We sometimes come across incidents that show that some people are not
prepared to accept certain kinds of knowledge. It is either too advanced for them
or they are not emotionally and mentally able to grasp the message. Divine
message is not something that everyone can easily take, understand, follow it,
and then transmit to others. There was a need of a chosen servant of God (alMustafa, one of the titles of the Prophet) to receive the final and perfect revelation
of God. God says about the power of Qur'an in these words:
“Had We sent down this Qur'an on a mountain, you would certainly have
seen it falling down, splitting into pieces because of the fear of Allah”.
(59:21).
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Our belief is that all the Prophets (A) were Ma'sum (free from sin and error) and
that this was a Divine protection for them. We believe in all the Prophets (A) of
Allah and respect all of them.
The Holy Qur'an says:
"Say: We believe in Allah and in that which has been sent down to us, and
in that which was sent down to Ibrahim and Isma'il and Ishaq and Ya'qub
and the tribes, and in that which was given to Musa and Isa and in that
which was given to the Prophets from their Lord. We make no distinction
between any of them, and to Him do we submit."
(Al Baqarah, 2:136)
The other essential quality of the Prophets (A) apart from being Ma'sum was
that they could display miracles to support their claim to Prophet hood. By
Allah's permission, they did things which the people were unable to do. The
miracles that Allah gave them were designed to have the greatest impact on the
people.
What is Mu’jizah?
Mu’jizah means that which disables or that which people are not able to do. In
Islamic terminology, Mu’jizah means such an act which people are unable to do
and Allah shows it in the hands of Prophets and Imams, to prove Prophethood
of the particular Prophets and Imamat of the Imams.
Such Mu’jizah may appear:

 before or after the birth of the Prophet or Imam concerned.
 during his childhood.
 after his attaining maturity.
 before declaration of his Nabuwat or Imamat.
 after declaration or just at the time of it.
 in his life time or after his death.
 either on his body or on something which is connected to him like his
clothing.
It does not matter whether that Mu’jizah appears to be his own or by the Action
of Allah .
In all the above conditions, the action which proves the truth of the claim of
Nabuwat or Imamat is called Mu’jizah.
The Prophets were given miracles as their credentials. Miracles are
performances which are not impossible but are actions which cannot be done
without apparatus, medicine or practice, BUT the Prophets and Imams
performed them without any practice or machinery.
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AMONGST THE PROPHETS WHO PERFORMED MIRACLES ARE:
PROPHET MUSA (A): his staff changed into a serpent, when he
put his hand under his armpit it gave out a light and he spoke
directly to Allah. Tawrat was revealed to him.
Allah says in the Holy Qur’an:
“…… We sent Musa with our miracles to Firaun and his people, but they
too rejected our miracles….. I have brought my miracles from your
Lord….”
(7:103-105)
“So he cast down his staff and lo! It suddenly became an obvious serpent
and he drew forth his hand, and lo! It appeared white to the onlookers.”
(26:32-33)
PROPHET IBRAHIM (A): When Namrud had him thrown into the
fire, he did not get burnt.
Allah says in the Holy Qur’an:
“They said: ‘Burn him to ashes if you want to help your god’. We said to
the fire: ‘Be cool and peaceful with Ibrahim.”
(21:68-69)
PROPHET ISMAIL (A): When he was left with his mother in
Mecca and she was desperately looking for water for him, a
stream of water, known to us today as Zam Zam, appeared at
his feet. Also when in a dream Allah asked Prophet Ibrahim (A)
to sacrifice his son, Prophet Ismail (A) agreed and an animal was slaughtered
instead.
PROPHET DAWOOD (A): he could bend iron with his bare hands
and he could shape it in any way he liked. Zabur was revealed to
him.
Allah says in the Holy Qur’an:
“…….. and softened iron for him…” (34:10)
PROPHET SULAIMAN (A): he could speak the language of the birds
and ants.
Allah says in the Holy Qur’an:
“….. people, we have been taught the language of the birds..” (27:16)
PROPHET ISA (A): he was born without a father to Bibi Maryam (A). Injil was
revealed to him. He could raise the dead to life again under the command and
will of Allah, he could restore the eyesight of the blind and cure lepers.
PROPHET MUHAMMAD (S): he rose to the Heavens on
Me’raj, how he left the house when it had been
surrounded by the disbelievers of the tribe of Quraish and
the spider’s web outside the cave of Thaur with the bird’s
nest inside whilst the Holy Prophet (S) was inside, he has
very many miracles but his greatest LIVING MIRACLE is
the HOLY QUR’AN.
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EXERCISES FOR PART ONE
1. What were the miracles given to the following Prophets?
a) Prophet Saleh (A)
b) Prophet Sulaiman (A)
c) Prophet Yusuf (A)
How did these miracles help the Prophets in their task of guiding the people to the
right path?
2. Compare a classroom which uses only texts to learn, and has no teacher, to a
classroom which uses both text and teachers to learn. List the advantages and/or
disadvantages of both ways of learning. Which way is most beneficial?
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TOPIC 22: AN INTRODUCTION TO AQAID – IMAMAT
Imamat is the belief in the 12 Holy Imams (A) who were the inheritors of the
Holy Prophet (S) and who were his Caliphs (successors).
The word Imamat comes from Imam which literally means leader. The one who
leads the Muslim community (umma), after the death of the Holy Prophet (S), is
thus known as their Imam.
Like the Prophet himself, such an Imam is a guide for Muslims in all their affairs,
religious and otherwise.
A leader of congregational prayers (Jama'at) is also called an Imam as he is a
leader of the prayer. The word is also used for a widely recognized leader of
Muslims such as Imam Khomeini.
The belief in Imamat as a root of religion however, refers only to the first type
of Imam who is a successor of the Holy Prophet (S).
An Imam does not bring a new mission, nor does any new revealation come to
him, but he carries on the religion founded by the Prophet (S).

NECESSITY OF IMAMAT?
Many people question the need of an Imam. If a Prophet has already brought all
the laws required by human beings to obey their creator, what then is the need
for more leaders?
Cannot the holy Qur'an and the traditions of the Prophet (s) be enough? To
answer these and similar questions think of the following points;
THE NEED FOR A RELIGIOUS GUIDE:
Although human beings have been given their conscience to understand right
from wrong, and then given heavenly books and Prophets to guide them, it is
still possible that many people may stray from the right path.
To prevent this from happening, Allah sends leaders who continue to guide to
the truth. This is a mercy of Allah and in Islamic terminology is known as Lutf.
Lutf is the grace of Allah through which mankind get more than just what is
required, more perhaps than what they deserve. In His kindness Allah gives
more so that human may benefit and get a better chance of remaining on the
right path. An Imam is a Lutf of Allah to give human beings the advantage of
continuous Divine guidance.
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GUARDIAN OF THE RELIGION:
After the founder of a religion dies and leaves no authority to safeguard the
religion, it is very easy for its purity to be lost. Over time as the religion passes
through different times and environments and is followed by different people, it
changes its original form.
Traditions and superstitions are added to it, and many of its teachings become
forgotten or lost.
An Imam is the guardian of the religion and prevents any deviation, extremism,
or addition of wrong beliefs. Thus the religion is always maintained in its original
and authentic form. Any confusion or doubt can be settled by referring to the
Imam. It is for this reason that Imam Ali (a) says in Nahjul Balagha, sermon 147:
The earth will never be empty of a person who has arisen with the proof of
God, whether through appearing of being known or being hidden, so that
the Divine proof and signs not be falsified.
POLITICAL AND SOCIAL LEADER:
For human beings to reach perfection they need to live in a just and progressive
society. Such a society of Muslims is known as an Ummah or an Islamic nation.
The Islamic nation needs a leader who not only guides them in religious matters
but also leads them socially and politically. It is necessary that a correct system
rule over society so that the rights of everyone are maintained.
An Imam is a leader sent by Allah to prevent injustice and to supervise the
organization of the society. He is the leader of the Ummah in all its affairs.
THE PROOF OF ALLAH AT ALL TIMES:
An Imam is a Hujjah from Allah over his creatures. Those who have gone astray
cannot complain that there was no-one to guide them to the right path.
Human beings will use many excuses to avoid bearing the consequences of
their actions, but Allah will produce His proofs to show them they have no
reason to complain.
The guides were there but they did not follow them. At no time will the earth be
empty of a guide from Allah. Even when in Ghaybat as in the present time, the
Imam has his representatives who guide the people.
A CONNECTOR TO DIVINE GRACE:
An Imam connects the society to Allah through the Prophet (S) and through
their high position with Allah. The existence of the Prophet (S) and Imams is
compared to the existence of the heart in a body.
Just as the heart pumps blood and nurtures the rest of the body, the Divine
guides are the cause of grace and mercy from Allah on society to nurture the
progress of its poeple. By themselves they have no power, but because of their
closeness to Allah the Imams are a source of blessings and mercy for the
Ummah.
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QUALITIES OF AN IMAM:
Just like the Prophets, the A-immah have to be:
-

chosen by Allah,
Ma'sum - not commit any sin, not even by mistake.
able to perform miracles
the person at that time with the best Akhlaq and the most
Knowledge

We believe that the Imams (A) are divinely appointed starting from the
appointment of Imam Ali (A) at Ghadire Khum on the command of Allah. The
order that Imam Ali (A) was appointed the guardian of the nation is in the verse
of Wilayat.
Abu Dhar recounts,
"Once, I was saying my prayers in
the company of the Holy Prophet (S)
when a beggar came to the mosque
asking for some alms. Nobody gave
him anything. Ali (A) was in the state
of Ruku' and he pointed out his ring
to the beggar, who approached him
and removed the ring from his finger."
At this time the following verse was revealed:
“Verily your guardian (Wali) is Allah and His messenger (Muhammad) and
those who believe and establish the prayer, and give charity (alms) while
they are (in Ruku') bowing down.”
(Al Maidah, 5:55)
When we say Aliyyun Waliyullah (Ali is the Wali of Allah) in our Adhan, it is
based on this verse.
Although the Holy Prophet (S) had left the Holy Qur'an, there was a need for
someone to continue to explain it and guide the people in their daily affairs. This
is the role and the office to which the Imams (A) were appointed.
Just as the Prophets (A) were Ma'sum, so the Imams (A) of his Ahlul Bayt were
also Ma'sum, and protected from any error by Allah Himself. The famous verse
of Tathir is:
“Verily, Allah wishes to drive away all evils from you, O Ahlul Bayt, and
cleanse you thoroughly.”
(Al Ahzab, 33:33)
It is necessary that as intelligent, rational beings, Muslims should ask questions
to seek the validity of their beliefs. It is not permitted to follow the beliefs of the
forefathers without thinking. Imamat is a root of religion and needs to be
understood before it is accepted. May the Almighty guide all those who seek the
truth.
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TOPIC 23: AN INTRODUCTION TO AQAID – QIYAMAH
Qiyamah is the belief in a Day of Judgement when every person will account for
his actions in this world. On that Day he will be judged fairly and be rewarded
for his good deeds and punished for his sins.
On that day people who were oppressed in this world will receive justice and the
oppressors who seemed strong in this world will be humbled and punished.
There was a Muslim man who began to drink alcohol. He used to do
it secretly in his house. One day a small boy walked into his room
and saw him. Now the man was terrified. Would the boy tell
someone what he had seen? How would the man face his
family and friends in the mosque? He could not sleep at nights as
he worried about everybody finding out about his
drinking.
What a strange man! He was more scared of a little boy
than of Allah. Allah sees all we do and there will be a day
when we will have to account for all we have done. That
will be the Day of Judgement.
With death, man's soul separates from his body. The body decomposes, but the
soul lives on, starting a new phase in its existence. On the day of Judgement,
Allah will raise the dead from their graves, and their bodies will be reformed and
they will gather for a reckoning of their actions. Man will be his own witness and
his limbs will bear witness to his deeds. Everything he ever did will be replayed
in front of him, with not even a little detail missing. People will be terrified
awaiting their fate.
The Holy Qur'an describes the scene as follows:
“And when the books (of the deeds of mankind) are spread. And when the
heavens are stripped. And when Hell (Jahannam) is set ablaze. And when
the garden (Jannat) is brought forward. (Then) every soul will know what it
had sent forward.”(At Takweer, 81:10-14)
Our whole life in this world is a preparation for the eternal life that will begin on
that frightening day. Allah has shown to us clearly the path that leads to
salvation - none of us can say that we were confused about what He wanted us
to do. If we choose to obey His commands then eternal bliss awaits us. If we
disobey, then eternal torment awaits us. The choice is ours.
WHY IS BELIEF IN QIYAMAT NECESSARY?
For the human being who believes in God, a belief in the Day of Judgement is
necessary because of the following reasons:
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JUSTICE OF ALLAH:
Those who believe in Allah know that He is Just and fair to His creatures. He has
sent down laws and has promised reward and punishment according to degrees
of obedience or disobedience.
In this world we see that many people do not get the deserving consequences of
their deeds. Many good people see difficulties and suffer misfortunes. Many evil
tyrants like receive no punishment despite their horrendous crimes against
humanity.
For all these people there must be a trial of justice, a time when every deed of
theirs is judged and then rewarded or punished.
Thus belief in the Day of Judgement goes together with the belief in God and His
justice. Allah says in the Holy Qur'an:
“Shall we treat the people of faith like the people of sin? What is the matter
with you? How do you judge”?
(68:35-6)
GIVES MEANING TO LIFE:
If a man believes that there is nothing after death, and that once his body has
decayed he exists no more, life becomes quite meaningless.
What is the purpose of life in this world, when everyone is going to become nonexistent?
For what are the daily struggles of life, the work and effort, the problems and
challenges to be faced, if there is nothing after this life? A belief in the day of
Judgement, and life after that, gives a purpose to life. It is something to look
forward to, something to work for.
TRAINS AND MOULDS CHARACTER:
A belief in the day of Judgement is very effective in shaping the daily lives of
people. Those who have faith that they will be judged one day, and rewarded or
punished according to their deeds, will definitely have a better incentive to do
good.
For those who do not believe in a Judgement by God, there is no motive to do
well, or stay away from evil, except perhaps their own goodness. This alone is not
strong enough to be a constant factor affecting their lives. It is like the fear of the
police that keeps drivers from speeding when they see a police car.
Even though they know speeding is wrong, and can be dangerous, many drivers
would speed unless they know they will be caught and fined.
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Such is the knowledge of the Day of Judgement. Most people know it is evil to
commit sins such as lying and stealing. The knowledge alone, however, is not
enough to deter them. It is the awareness that they are being watched and will be
judged for it which will prevent them from committing the sins.
The Judgement that will be carried out on a huge scale on the day of Judgement,
with billions of human beings being judged on their entire lives, is also seen on a
smaller scale inside the human being.
A part of the human soul known as the conscience or the nafs lawwamah (selfreproaching soul) is responsible for judging the human being immediately after he
carries out an action.
When a good deed is done, feelings of satisfaction and joy are produced. This is a
reward from the conscience.
After performing evil deeds, there is guilt and fear, regret and mental torture, as
punishment for the self. All this is done very fast, and is not apparent to the others.
A human being who listens to his conscience will achieve happiness and will try to
more and more good deeds. But it is possible for the human being to ignore the
conscience, and deaden it completely.
The greatness of this court of Judgement within the human being is understood
when it is seen that the Holy Qur'an mentions it just after it mentions the Day of
Judgement:
“I swear by the day of Judgement. And I swear by the self-reproaching soul.
Does man think that We cannot gather his bones? Nay, We are able to put
together in perfect order, the tips of his fingers”.
(75:1-4)
ARGUMENT AGAINST RESURRECTION:
Throughout the ages many people have opposed the belief in the resurrection of
the human being after death. They have argued that it is not possible for God to
give life to the human body after it has decayed and become part of earth in which
it is buried.
The unbelievers mocked the Prophet (s) about resurrection:
“The disbelievers say (in ridicule), "Shall we point out to you a man who will
tell you that when you are scattered to pieces in disintegration, you shall
then be raised as a new creation?"
(34:7)
This argument against resurrection has been dealt with at length in the Qur'an.
Three main answers have been given to prove that it is possible for Allah to
resurrect the dead bodies.
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THE FIRST CREATION:
Those people who cannot believe that Allah will give new life to the dead are
reminded that it is Allah who created them in the beginning.
He initiated life, so why cannot He give new life? Is it not easier to re-create
something which existed before, than to create something anew, which did not
even exist before?
If Allah could do the seemingly difficult task of creating human being from nothing,
why cannot He re-create them after death?
The following verses of Sura Yasin refer to the Arab who brought a rotten bone to
the Holy Prophet (s), scattered its pieces in the air and then asked how Allah
would give these scattered particles life again.
“Does man not see that We created him from the small life-germ? Then lo!
He is an open disputant. And he strikes out a likeness for us, and forgets his
own creation. Says he: Who will give life to the bones when they are rotten?
Say: He will give life to them who brought them into existence at first, and
He is aware of all creation”.
(36:77-9)
LIFE AND DEATH OF THE EARTH:
Every year we see that the earth dies in the
winter. The trees lose their leaves, fruits and
blossoms. The grass dies, and most flowers
wither away. It is as though the land is dead.
When spring comes the earth comes back to life.
The rain which falls upon the earth causes plant
life to grow again. Buds begin to sprout, trees get
leaves, flowers begin to appear and greenery
covers the earth once more. Nature, which had
been dead during the winter, begins to move and
grow again.
This scene is repeated every year for us, to see and understand that the God who
gives life, death and then life again to the earth can also do the same for the
human being. Says Allah:
“It is God who sends forth the winds so that they rise up the clouds and we
drive them to a land that is dead, and revive the earth after its death; such
will be the resurrection”.
(35:9)
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AN EXAMPLE OF STORED ENERGY
Another answer for those who argue against resurrection is the example of fire.
Allah says:
“He (will give you life again) who has made for you the fire from the green
tree so that with it you may kindle (fire)”.
(36:80)
We now know that green trees store the energy of light from the sun for many
years. That stored energy comes out as fire when the wood is burned. The heat
and light which is assumed as gone from the sun is actually stored and then given
new life as fire. In just a moment of kindling the wood, life springs forth from it.
This is an example of how easy it is for God to bring back things to life.
Many answers have been given in the Qur'an to remove doubts about
resurrection. It is a certain fact that human beings will be brought back to life, to be
judged and then rewarded or punished.
Without that life in this world has no meaning. That is why the Qur'an emphasizes
the belief in resurrection. As Allah says:
“Is not He who created the heavens and the earth able to create the like of it
(again). Yes indeed! For He is the creator supreme”.
(36:81)
STAGES OF THE DAY OF JUDGEMENT:
No-one knows exactly when the day of Judgement will occur. It is a secret with
Allah and is hidden from everyone else. There are many signs which will occur in
the world to show that the Day of Judgement is close.
When the day occurs, many physical changes will occur in the world. Then the
day will begin with the blowing of the trumpet. After that will be the different stages
of the day of Judgement ending in either reward or punishment for the human
being.
The day of Judgement will be a very long day. According to the Qur'an it will be:
fifty thousand years of what you count.
BLOWING OF THE TRUMPET BY ISRAFIL:
The sound of the trumpet will be the first stage of the
day of Judgement. The angel Israfil will descend to the
earth with a trumpet. He will blow on it once and all
living beings on earth will die.
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Israfil himself will then be ordered to die by Allah. At that time there will not be a
single living creature in the universe. Allah will create a loud voice which will ask;
“Whose is the kingdom today? There will be none to answer. Then Allah will
say; (it is) of Allah, the One, the Subduer”
(40:16).
After that Allah will cause the second blowing of the
trumpet which will cause everyone to come back to life.
The Holy Qur'an describes the blowing of the trumpet in Sura Az-Zumar:
“And the trumpet shall be blown, so all those that are in the heavens and all
those that are on the earth shall swoon, except such as Allah pleases; then
it shall be blown again, then lo! They shall stand up waiting”.
(39:68)
And in Sura Yasin:
And they say; "When is this promise going to happen if you are truthful?"
They wait not but for a single (terrible) cry which will seize them while they
will be wrangling with each other . . .and the trumpet will be blown; then lo!
They shall hasten from the graves to their Lord.
(36:48-50)
PHYSICAL OCCURRENCES IN THE WORLD.
Many verses of the Holy Qur'an describe graphically the changes that will take
place on the earth at the time of the day of Judgement.
When the sun is covered
And when the stars darken
And when the mountains are made to pass away
And when the camels are left
And when the wild animals are made to go forth
And when the seas are set on fire
(81:1-6)

When the heaven bursts asunder . . .
And when the earth is stretched
And casts forth what is in it and becomes empty
(84:1&3-4)

MAHSHAR; THE GATHERING PLACE:
One of the physical occurrences on the Day of Judgement is a great earthquake.
That earthquake will flatten the earth. All the mountains, valleys, hills and
depressions etc. will disappear. The earth will become one flat piece of earth on
which all the human beings will gather. This is known as the Mahshar, or the
gathering place.
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All human beings, from the time of Adam, will have been brought out from their
resting places to gather here, awaiting their fates. Imam Ali (a) describes this
gathering in Nahjul balagha, sermon no.82:
. . . until when the affairs come to a close, and the world is disintegrated,
and the resurrection draws near, Allah will take them out from the corners of
their graves, and the nests of birds, and the dens of beasts, and the dumps
of death. (They will be) hastening towards His command, running towards
the place fixed for their final return - - groups, quiet, standing, arrayed in
rows.
They will be within sight of Allah; and all of them will hear the voice of the
caller. On them will be the dress of helplessness and cover of submission
and humiliation. (At that time) tricks and excuses will disappear, desires will
be cut short, the hearts will be sinking silently, voices will be curbed down,
and sweat will be like a rein (it will reach up to the mouth), and fear will
increase. The ears will resound with the thundering voice of the announcer
calling them towards the final Judgement.
RECEIVING THE BOOK OF DEEDS:
Every human being has been assigned two angels who write down all the actions
he performs. It is proof of the Kindness of Allah that when a person makes an
intention of doing a good deed, it is written down immediately. When he actually
does it, it is written down as ten good deeds. An evil deed however, is not written
down until it is actually carried out. Then it is written down as only one evil deed. If
he repents of that evil deed, it is erased from
the book of deeds.
On the day of Judgement, this record of
deeds will be given to the human being.
He will see for himself every action that he
carried out in this world. He will have no
chance to lie, or make excuses, as
everything will have been recorded. It will
be said to him:

Good Deeds Bad Deeds
from the
from the
life of …
life of …

“Read your book. Your own self is enough as a reckoner against you”.
(17:14)

On the day of Judgement a man will be given his scroll to read . . . then Allah will
make him remember. There will not be a single look, or a single word, or a single
step, or anything which he had done but that he will remember as though he had
done it that very moment. It is for this reason that they will say: O woe unto us!
What is it about this book; it has not left any small or big thing without recording
it thoroughly.
Imam Ja’far As-Sadiq (A)
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The people who will have done well in the world will receive their record of deeds
in their right hands. These people will be very happy and proud of their records.
They will turn to others in the group and ask them to see their records.
Those who have done evil deeds will receive it in their left hands, or from behind
their backs. Such people will know that they are going to be sent to hell, and will
have intense regret for their actions in the world.
BEARING WITNESS OF THE LIMBS OF THE HUMAN BEING:
Human beings will be desperate on the day of Judgement to escape the
punishment of Allah. They will argue and even swear that the deeds recorded in
their books were not performed by them.
To prove that they really carried out the actions recorded, Allah will cause their
limbs to speak. Thus the hands, feet, etc. of the human being will bear witness as
to their actions in the world. Allah says in the Holy Qur'an:
“On the day when their tongues, and their hands, and
their feet will testify against them about their actions”.
(24:24) and
This day We shall set a seal on their mouths, and their
hands will speak to us, and their feet will bear witness to
all that they did.
(36:65)
Many things of this world will also bear witness as to the deeds of the human
beings. It is said in Hadith that places where human beings lived, or visited, and
the night and day etc. will all bear witness. Some of these witnesses will testify to
the good deeds done in them, while some will testify for the evil which was done.
MIZAN OR WEIGHING SCALE:
All Muslims believe that there will be some type of weighing scale on the Day of
Judgement to weigh the deeds of man. Many verses of the Qur'an speak of the
Mizan.
“We shall set up scales of justice for the Day of Judgement, so that not a
soul will be dealt with unjustly in the least; and if there be (no more than) the
weight of a mustard seed, We will bring it (to account)”.
(21:47) and
“The balance that Day is true. So he, whose scales (of good deeds) will be
heavy, will prosper. And he whose scales will be light will find them in loss”.
(7:8-9)
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What type of weighing scale will there be on the Day of Judgement? There
are three possibilities given by religious scholars:
1. Justice of Allah. That means that there will not be an actual physical scale,
but that the justice of Allah will weigh the actions.
2. The Prophets and Imams. The people will be judged according to whether
they followed the instructions of the Prophets and Imams or not. They will
be judged in accordance to their belief or disbelief in them, and their level
of obedience to their teachings.
3. Actual weighing scale. The third possibility is that the deeds be given some
material form, and a scale set up to weigh them.
Whatever the actual form of the Mizan, it is enough for us to know that our deeds
will be judged and balanced fairly.
SIRAAT OR THE PATH:
On the day of Judgement everyone will have to pass over a bridge across hell
known as Siraat. Allah says in the Qur'an:
“And there is not one of you but shall come to it; this is an unavoidable
decree. Then We shall save those who guarded themselves against evil, and
We shall leave the wrong doers therein on their knees”.
(19:71-72)
It has been narrated that on that Siraat there will be stations. Each station is
named after a command of Allah.
When someone reaches the station called "Salaat" for example, he will be
questioned about whether he had carried out the order of Salaat in the correct
manner.
If he has failed to do so, he will be stopped there and will be punished, unless a
good deed or the Mercy of Allah saves him. In this way he will pass from station to
station. If he passes safely through all of them, he will reach Paradise.
THE FINAL DESTINATION:
After passing the Siraat the believers will reach Paradise. It has been described as
a place which has blessings that no eyes have seen, no ears have heard, and no
minds have imagined. Allah says in the Qur'an:
“No person knows what delights of the eye are kept hidden for them - as a
reward for their good deeds”.
(32:17)
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Some Islamic scholars compare the difference between this world and the
Hereafter, with the difference between the world of the fetus and this world. A
fetus in the womb of its mother knows only the darkness and smallness of the
womb. It cannot imagine the world outside, with its vast lands and seas, its
beautiful flowers and fruits, movement of the sun and moon etc. All these things,
so normal for us, are too large to be comprehended by the fetus. Limitations in
language and imagery exist between different worlds.
Such is the case for human beings regarding the next world. It is impossible to
imagine it because of the limitations of this world.
Hell is a place of punishment and disgrace. It is our belief that sinful believers will
remain in hell only for the time required to pay for their sins. Eventually they will
come out of it and go to Paradise.
Some people will enjoy all the physical pleasures of Paradise. Others however,
will enjoy the bliss of having earned the pleasure of Allah, and being with His
chosen servants.
In the same some people will suffer the physical discomforts of Hell, while others
will be tormented by knowing that Allah is displeased with them, and being away
from Him.
Pleasures and tortures of people will vary according to their spiritual rank.
So if you take me to the punishment with your enemies
Gather me with the people of your tribulations
And separate me from Your friends and saints
Then suppose, my God, my Master, my Protector and my Lord
That I am able to endure Your punishment
How can I endure separation from You?
And suppose that I am able to endure the heat of Your fire
How can I endure not gazing upon Your generosity?
Imam Ali (A) – Nahjul Balagha

SOME IMPORTANT POINTS:
SHAFA'AT:
On the day of Judgement the Prophets (A) and Imams (A) will be given the right to
intercede on behalf of the sinful believers.
They will ask Allah to forgive the person they are interceding for, and lead the
person to Paradise. Shafa'at or the power of intercession is a special privilege
given by Allah, and He says in the Qur'an:
“Who is there that can intercede in His presence except by His
permission”?
(2:255)
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Believers with whom Allah is pleased will also be given the power to intercede for
other sinful believers. This will save many people from hell.
HONORING OF THE HOLY PROPHET (S) AND THE AHLUL BAYT;
The Holy Prophet (S) will receive special honor in front of billions of human beings
on the day of Judgement. This will be to show the people his elevated position
with Allah as the most beloved of His creatures.
It has been narrated that a special pulpit of precious jewels and stones will be
made for the Prophet (S). This is known as Wasilah. He will proceed towards the
pulpit wearing a robe of light and a crown of jewels.
Imam Ali (A) will be behind him carrying the Liwa-ul-Hamd, a standard in which
the Kalima will be written. Once the Prophet will be seated, it will be announced
that this is the beloved of Allah.
The Prophet will also be given the Hawdh of Kauthar. This literally means a well,
and is referred to in Sura al-Kauthar when Allah says;
“Surely We have given you the Kauthar”.
(108:1).
It is our belief that on the Day of Judgement Imam Ali (a) will be kept in charge of
Kauthar, and that he will let the believers drink from it.
Since it will be very hot on the day of Judgement, people will be very thirsty. Only
the fortunate ones, however, will be able to get a refreshing drink from Kauthar.
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TOPICS 19 – 23: AQAID:
SECTION 1: Write ONE word for the kind of people the statements below
describe
Tahira makes sure that she always remembers Allah and does only the things
that please Him. He is a __________________.
Imran says that of all the Usool-e-din, he only believes in Allah, His Prophets
and the Day of Judgement. He is a ____________________.
Sabrina does not believe in the existence of God and says that she will live her
life the way she pleases, as there will not be a Day of Judgement if there is no
God. She is a ______________________.
Natasha says that she believes that God has a partner. She is a
_______________.
Sakina told everybody she met, that she was a Muslim, but she never prayed,
fasted or followed any laws of Islam. She is a _____________________.
Muhammad believes in all 5 Usool-e-din. He is a ____________________.
Zahid did not care if people saw him drinking beer with his friends at the Pub.
He is a ________________________.
SECTION 2:
Aqaid means our Basic Beliefs. These are the foundation of our Religion and
we have to bring faith in them. List these Beliefs.
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
Which Sura in the Holy Qur’an, do you think best describes the Oneness of
God. Write down this Sura in Arabic and its translation.
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
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Explain in your own words the 2 categories of tests we go through in our lives.
1. _____________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
2. _____________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
Why don’t the Sunnis believe in Adalat?
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
List any 5 Prophets and the miracles they could perform. Support your
information with Ayats from the Holy Qur’an.
1. _____________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
2. _____________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
3. _____________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
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4. _____________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
5. _____________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
Ayat-e-Tathir is recited in Hadith-e-Kisa, write down:
Which Sura this Ayat appears in. ______________________________
The Ayat number. _____________________
The Ayat in Arabic
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
Its translation.
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
Explain in your own words what you think is the purpose of the Day of
Judgement and what you think will happen on that Day.
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
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TOPIC 24-25: CONTEMPORARY ISSUES:
Question: What is your ruling on an autopsy of a deceased Muslim?
Answer: It is not permissible to perform autopsy on the body of a dead Muslim
for the sake of education and other purposes. It is only permissible, if the life of
another Muslim depends on it—even if it is sometime in the future
Question: In certain cases, some governmental agencies demand that autopsy
be performed on the body of the deceased to establish the cause of death.
When is it permissible to agree to their demand and when is it not?
Answer: No heir of a deceased Muslim is allowed to give consent for autopsy
to be carried out on the body of the deceased for the purpose mentioned above
and other similar purposes; and it is necessary for him to prevent the autopsy if
possible. Of course, if another important factor at play that of equal or more
importance than this basic rule, it is permissible
Question: In some non-Muslim countries, the corpse is placed in a coffin and
then buried in the grave. What is our duty in such a situation?
Answer: There is no problem in placing the corpse in a coffin when burying him
in the ground. However, the religious requirements of burial must be fulfilled;
and one of those requirements is that the corpse be placed on its right side with
the face towards the Qiblah.
Question: When there is no heir for a deceased Muslim person in the foreign
land, who should take charge of his burial?
Answer: If it is not possible to contact his heir and ask his consent in handling
the burial procedures, the requirement of consent is lifted and it becomes
obligatory, on basis of Wajib-e-Kifa’i, on the Muslims to handle the burial.
Question: Is it permissible to shave the two sides of the face and leave the hair
on the chin?
Answer: Shaving the beard is Haraam based on obligatory precaution, and this
includes the hair that grows on the sides of the face. However, there is no
problem in shaving the hair that grows on the cheeks.
Question: What is the ruling on playing chess by using the customary pieces?
Is the ruling any different in the case where the game is played by computer
which employs symbols and shapes instead of the customary pieces?
Answer: Playing it (chess) is absolutely forbidden even without placing a bet.
And there is no difference in this, whether it is (played) with customary pieces or
by computer
Question: Are shaking of hands with girls allowed?
Answer: A Muslim man is not allowed to shake hands with a woman without a
barrier, such as gloves, unless refraining from shaking hands will put him in a
considerable harm or unbearable difficulty. In the latter case, he is allowed to
shake hands to the extent of necessity only
Question: Is it Haraam for me to go to a gym ( a training center for body
builders) where women and men both can sign up for training there? It is nearly
impossible to find a gym that is only restricted for men. How should I act?
Answer: It is not allowed
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Question: What is the Islamic opinion to swimming in unisex environments
such as the beach, swimming pools, and other areas?
Answer: It is not permissible
Question: Is a Muslim permitted to go to mixed swimming pools [men and
women] without a suspicious motive, especially when they (women) remove the
dress of modesty from themselves and would not desist if asked to do so?
Answer: Although looking without a suspicious motive and lust at those who
are scantily dressed and would not desist if asked to do so is permissible,
presence in these places of moral depravity is absolutely not permissible based
on precaution
Question: How can we say our obligatory prayers in an aircraft, especially if we
do not know the direction of the Qiblah taking into consideration the instability of
the floor [because the plane is in motion]?
Answer: As for the Qiblah, it is possible to identify its direction by asking the
captain or the airhostesses because their answers usually carry validity and are
a source of assurance. One should therefore act accordingly. As for the stability
of the floor where Salaat is to be performed, that condition will be waived when
it is not possible to achieve it. However, other conditions of prayers should,
wherever possible, be observed. Under no circumstance should the prayer be
delayed beyond its appropriate time span
Question: How should we say our Salaat in trains? Is it necessary to do
prostration (Sajda) on something or is it not necessary, in that would bending of
the neck be sufficient?
Answer: It is obligatory to say Salaat in the usual way where possible. So, one
should face the Qiblah in all stages of the Salaat; if not, at least while saying the
opening Takbir. Otherwise the condition of facing the Qiblah will be dropped.
Similarly, if it is possible to do the bowing (Ruku') and prostration (Sajdah)
normally (e.g., in the aisle of the bus or the train), those parts of Salaat should
be done normally. But if it is not possible, then one should try to bow normally
for Ruku' and Sajdah [for example, from a sitting position on the seat or the
berth of the train]. For Sajdah, one has to put the forehead on an item on which
Sajdah is valid, even if by lifting that item to the forehead. If bowing normally is
not possible, one should just indicate by bending the neck [halfway for Ruku
and fully for Sajdah]
Question: A student, worker or employee studies or works in an area situated
at more than 22 km from his city. He goes daily to his workplace and returns to
his city, and there is a possibility that this will continue for a year or more. What
is the ruling in this case with respect to his prayers and fasts (siyam)?
Answer: He should offer complete (tamm) prayers and observe the fasts
Question: A mukallaf offers morning prayer in his city and then travels in a
westerly direction. He arrives in a city in which the dawn has not yet appeared
and then emerges. Or, he offers noon prayer in his city and then travels by air,
arriving in a city where the sun has not begun to go down (noon), and only later
begins its descent. Or, he offers the evening prayer in it (city), then travels to a
city where the sun has not yet set, and then sets. Is he obliged to repeat the
prayer in all these hypothetical situations?
Answer: There are two perspectives. It is a better precaution (to repeat the
prayer), although apparently it is not (obligatory to repeat it)
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